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There is

a

Phillips

renewed interest within the Protestant Church in

undertaking pilgrimages to the Holy Land.

Each year the number of

Protestants journeying there continues to grow. The Protestant

Reformers

Today,

and

stopped this religious practice.

there is renewed interest in the field of spiritual formation

and the
the

opposed pilgrimages

Can the Protestant Church reclaim

spiritual disciplines.

pilgrimage as

any, does the

joumeys

of spiritual renewal? What

impact,

Holy Land?

experiences

chester District of the

of fourteen United Methodists from the Win

Virginia

Conference who had traveled to the

Holy Land were recorded and examined through interviews.
fourteen

subjects

had been

who journeyed to the

subjects
there

were

was

any

if

pilgrimage have on the spiritual life of a person who

to the

The

a means

a

These

part of a group of United Methodists

Holy Land on February 18,

1995. The

interviewed several years after the journey to

long term spiritual impact on their spiritual

From the interviews several

common

subjects believed their spiritual life

and

themes

see

if

lives.

emerged.

The

relationship with God was

stronger, their understanding of the scriptures, and the ability to
share their faith with others

was

enhanced. Their

language was

consistent with those of earlier pilgrims who journeyed to the

Holy

Land out of religious devotion.
The
a

findings indicate the journey to the Holy Land functioned as

rite of passage and had

a

journey to the Holy Land.
there is tremendous

as we

event in the

Within the field of spiritual formation,

possibility for the spiritual renewal of the

individual who joumeys
increases

significant impact upon those who

take

to

the

Holy Land.

This

possibility

advantage of the rite of passage quality of the

planning and implementing of the pilgrimage.
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Chapter

The Problem and Its

This

ation.

study finds

Setting

its focus within the field of Spiritual Form

Spiritual Formation is

spiritual

concemed with the

maturing of the

Hfe of the Christian. Because this does not

matically,

it is "an

1

happen auto

intentional, structured, disciplined seeking a

deepened relationship with God" (Hanke 3). Spiritual Formation
takes time and effort. In

fact, it takes

Spiritual Formation is
cess

defined

of being conformed to the

process includes the

use

a

lifetime.

simply as the intentional pro

image of God.

of spiritual

disciplines which help Christ

ians to open themselves to the work of the
It involves

a

Holy Spirit in their lives.

lifelong endeavor and commitment to spiritual growth.

"The process is both

ally),

This intentional

our

effort to form

our

spiritual self (intention

and also God's effort to pursue and transform

our

spirit

(grace)" (Hanke 3).
In the field of Protestant

spiritual formation there are twelve

disciplines generally accepted for the pursuing of the spiritual life.
In his

book. The Spirit of the Disciplines. Dallas Willard lists

them: prayer,

meditation, fasting, study, simplicity, soHtude, sub

mission, service, confession, worship, guidance, and celebration.
Hanke discusses the

"meditation

same

disciplines

and defines them for

us as:

(opening our lives to the presence of God); fasting

PhilUps
(abstinence from food);

prayer

(communicating with God); study

(regular inquiry into the scriptures); simplicity (modest living,
balance between affluence and

2

a

poverty); solitude (time alone with

God); submission (servant-hood and self-denial); service (acts of

help done to others);

confession

(sharing the pain of falling short);

worship (praising God with others); guidance (having a spiritual
mentor); and celebration (sharing in the sacraments)" (Hanke 3).
Each of these offers

an

intentional

opportunity to encounter God in

spiritually enriching ways.
Spiritual disciplines are the means through which we open
ourselves to the
not make the

Christians

working of God's Spirit in our lives. Yet, we must

disciplines the goal of our spiritual life.

are

most familiar with the

disciplines of prayer,

study, worship and the celebration of the
and the Lord's

in

our

sacraments of Baptism

avail themselves to God which

of spiritual formation. The purpose of the

our

Bible

Supper. But, there are twelve spiritual disciplines

help Christians
area

Protestant

are

to

recognized in the

disciplines is to aid

spiritual growth through union with Christ in all the areas

of

lives; internal (prayer, meditation, fasting, and study), external

(simpHcity, soHtude, submission, and service), and with the body of
Christ (confession, worship, guidance, and celebration). There is
before

us

the

possibiHty of a thirteenth discipline.

Jesuit movement in the 16th century,
the

pilgrimage as
In

a

Ignatius

spiritual discipline for his

The leader of the

of Loyola, understood

followers.

February 1 992, 1 departed on a journey to the Holy Land as

Phillips
a

tour host with

Educational

Opportunities is a travel

Opportunities,

ageny in

Inc. Educational

Lakeland, Florida, which

organizes trips to the Holy Land between the months
and March. The

of November

itinerary for this journey is detailed in chapter

three. It included
group

3

visiting all the major holy sites in Israel by a
The maximum number of

guided on an air-conditioned bus.

persons per busload is

thirty-nine.

itinerary is the

The

each group that travels with Educational

same

for

Opportunities, Inc.

Thirty-one other United Methodists from my district traveled with
me.

When I returned from the

been formative in my

Holy land,

I realized this

trip had

spiritual Hfe and had been a means of grace to

me.

In

July of 1993,

1 enrolled in

a

Doctor of Ministiy class at

Asbury Theological Seminary taught by

Susan Muto

on

Formative

SpirituaHty. The paper I wrote for the class was about this very
important spiritual formation event in my life my journey to
Israel. Even though this experience had taken place over a year and
a half before, it comtinues to have a major impact on my spiritual
~

life.
The joumey to the

Holy Land was

a

rite of passage for me.

Traveling to the Holy Land had separated me from the normal roles
of my life and had become a time of spiritual renewal. When I
returned home I found the joumey was
upon my life.
me an

having a tremendous impact

Reading the works of Edith and Victor Turner offered

explanation of the dynamics of the pilgrimage as

a

rite of

Phillips
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passage.
Li
not

writing this paper I realized what had happened to me was

unique.

grimages
world's

The

are

trip had been a spiritual pilgrimage for me, but pil

nothing new. They are an integral part of most of the

rehgions.

"Jews and Christians travel to Jerusalem. Hindus

visit the

Ganges, Muslims make their way to Mecca, Buddists to

Samath

near

Benares, and members of the Tenri-Kyo

ism to the Tenri-Shi in

Japan" (Davies 1).

The Christian faith's
and the

sect of Shinto-

history is rooted in the land called Israel
In this land Jesus Christ

city named Jerusalem.

was

bom,

lived, died and was raised from the dead. Early within the history
of the church the

pilgrimage to the Holy Land became popular.

pilgrimage was perceived as

an

opportunity to follow in the foot

steps of Jesus. "The Christian joumey to Jemsalem was
age that

The

pilgrim

a

sought to enhance personal piety" (Aivazian 335).

It found support among the

Juvenal of Jemsalem, Jerome,

early church fathers such as

Origen and John Chiysostom.

Even

though the pilgrimage became distorted and abused during the Mid
dle Ages and was attacked by the Protestant Reformers, it originally
flowed out of genuine Christian

piety and devotion.

Here

opportunity to answer the call to be a disciple of Jesus
where the first

in the land

disciples were called.

Christians had many different motives in

pilgrimage to the Holy Land.
personal needs

was an

and

In the

embarking on a

Holy Land one could pray for

healing in the very places

Jesus healed and

Phillips
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Pilgrims could be
baptized in the River Jordan where Jesus was baptized. They could

ministered to the needs of those around him.

study the scriptures where the events
Unfortunately,
came

and

not

described actually occured.

all those who traveled to the

with sincere motivations.

Early on some pilgrimage

pilgrim trails began to resemble the circus.

lacked moral standards. Later in the Middle
Christ would

Holy Land

Some

Ages,

centers

pilgrims

devotion to

degenerate into devotion to the saints and the quest for

relics to be sold for profit. The

piety of the earlier pilgrimages was

replaced with superstition

magic.

Because of the moral

and

corruption of some pilgrims, Gregory of

Nyssa opposed pilgrimages.

He maintained that since God

was

omnipresent there was no need to make a special trip to the Holy
Land to find God.

During the Protestant Reformation the outcry to

stop pilgrimages prevailed. Moreover, the internalization of re-

hgion in Protestantism led to the intemalization of the Christian

Pilgrimage.

The

pilgrimage was interpreted as a life long spiritual

joumey in which we are molded into the image of Christ.
of the Christian fi-om birth to death became the

The life

pilgrimage event for

the Christian.
Even

of the

though Protestantism by-and-large rejected the practice

pilgrimage that had developed in the early church,

been able to suppress the attraction of this

ience.

type of religious exper

"Though we do not call them pilgrimages,

ings, family gatherings,

it has not

our

camp meet

church homecomings, and denominational

PhiUips 6
gatherings function like pilgrimages" (Neville 24).
day gathering at contemporary Christian festivals
Creation and

Ichthus,

we see

Christians

hi the

present

like Fishnet,

seeking out the pilgrimage

experience.
Could it be

pilgrimage as

a

then, Protestants ought to intentionally reclaim the

rite of passage? And if so,

trip to the Holy Land as

why not by reclaiming a

pilgrimage? Ignatius of Loyola believed
that the belief of the pilgrimage was a legitimate spiritual dis
cipline.

These

are

a

questions this dissertation endeavored to answer.
Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this

study was to evaluate the impact of a

pilgrimage to the Holy Land upon the Spiritual Life of United
Methodists from the Winchester District of the Virginia Annual
Conference.

Research

Research

Question

Questions

1

Based upon their personal narratives,

m

what ways

contemporary United Methodists affected by a

ten

were

day spiritual

pilgrimage to the Holy Land?
Research Question 2
Did this joumey to the Holy Land frmction as a tour or a
pilgrimage?

Phillips
Research

Question

7

3

How congruent

are

the

experiences

of past

pilgrims

who

joumeyed to the Holy Land with the experiences of contemporary
United Methodist
Research

pilgrims who joumeyed to the Holy Land?

Question 4

Did the

pilgrimage to the Holy Land function as

passage for the

a

rite of

pilgrim?
Definition of Terms

Rite of Passage. A three stage form of passage characterized

by separation from one's community, the liminal stage, and the
aggregation or homecoming that enables
from

one

one

to make

a

transition

clearly defined position to another.

| .imin^liiy The absence of the normal role and

status of

everyday life and the entering into the presence of chaos, creativity,
and a sense of community among initiates.
pi^grirpage.

A joumey to

a

shrine

or

sacred place

reUgious devotion involving separation, liminaHty,

as an

act of

and reuicorpor-

ation.

Pilgrim.
sacred place

A person who embarks

as an

act of rehgious

Spiritual Formation.
formed to the

on a

joumey to a

shrine

or

devotion.

The intentional process of being

con

image of Christ.

Spiritual Disciplines. Spiritual exercises one uses

as

tools for

making oneself open to the working of God's Holy Spirit for the

Phillips
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deepening of one's relationship with God.
Assumptions
The
was

study assumed that the person going on the pilgrimage

doing

so

of his

own

free will. Further more, the

study assumed

that the

subjects

ference

going to the Holy Land were representative of the populat

ion which

from the Winchester District of the

comprises

the district

Subjects
The

The
the

whole.

of the

Study

subjects for this study were comprised of those United

Methodist from the
Land

as a

Virginia Con

on

Virginia Conference who joumeyed to the Holy

February 18, 1992, with Educational Opportunities, Inc.

sample group, called subjects,

was

comprised of those from

population from the Winchester District who agreed to partic

ipate in this study.

The total number of person

was

32 and the number of subjects who

was

14. Because of the size of the

on

the

trip to Israel

participated in tihe study

subject group, the small number

helped to make the variables of the joumey more homogeneous for
the entire group on the joumey and resulted in a better evaluation of
the

impact of the pilgrimage.

Methodology
This

study examined the historical aspects

of the

pilgrimage

PhiUips
and the

experiences the pilgrims ef the early church reported.

historical

study took place

9

This

in the review of the Uterature. Examin

ation of current

thought on pilgrimages with respect for similarities

and differences

throughout church history is also included.

The review of the literature included examination of the

reports of pUgrims from earlier periods of church history and a

com

parison with the experiences modem day United Methodists report
ed from their joumey.
The main part of this

study dealt with the actual coUection of

data from United Methodists

pilgrims to discem the impact the pU-

grimage has had on their spiritual Uves.
ducting iQterviews

Data

was

gathered by con

with each person who went to the

Holy Land.

Independent and Dependent Variables
The

study had one independent variable and two dependent

variables. The

independent variable

was:

Pilgrimage- the pilgrimage to the Holy Land is the main
variable. To determine the influence of the pilgrimage to the Holy
1

.

Land upon each
Two

subject was

the purpose of this

study.

dependent variables were examined to determine what

pilgrimage to the Holy Land had upon the spiritual life
of the participants. The dependent variables were:
influence the

1 Rite of Passge- The
.

joumey
2.

served

as a

study was seeking to determine if the

Rite of Passage for the

participants.

Relationship with God- The study sought to determine if a

PhiUips
change in the relationship of the pilgrim with God was
the joumey to the

a

10

result of

Holy Land.
histrumentation

The instrument used to collect the data for the
to

study was a twenty

thirty minute interview consisting of five questions

ed each person to share the

and the

which allow

spiritual impact of the Holy Land trip

impact of the joumey on his

or

her

spiritual life.

Data CoUection

The data

collected fi-om United Methodists from the Vir

was

ginia Conference, the Winchester District, who traveled to the Holy
Land

on

February 18, 1992, with Educational Opportunities,

The

subjects

of this

study were

sent

a

Inc.

letter of introduction

explaining the purpose of this study asking them to participate by
taldng time to arrange for a telephone interview.
sent out on October

28, 1994. The subjects

after November 15, 1994 and
interviews

were

were

This letter

was

contacted

on or

telephone interviews

scheduled. The

conducted between December 1 and December 15,

1994.

Delimitations
This
the

study is

limited to the influence of the

pilgrimage upon

spiritual life of United Methodists from the Winchester District

of the

Virginia Conference

of the United Methodist Church.

Phillips
The data
ed to the

was

collected from United Methodists who joumey
1 992 and who went with

Holy Land on Febmary 1 8,

Educational
This

11

Opportunities,

fric.

only.

study adequately represented the experiences of pilgrims

from the Winchester District of the

Virginia Annual

Conference of

the United Methodist Church.

Sanctification and
"But
men

you

of the

were

I, brethren, could not address you as spiritual men, but as
flesh, babes in Christ. I fed you milk,

not

of the flesh"

This

Spiritual Formation

ready for it;

even

(1 Corinthians

3:

yet you

are

not

not solid food: for

ready,

for you

are

still

l-3a, RSV).

study is rooted in the Wesleyan understanding of sancti

fication and the Christian life. The

study is

concemed with the

relationship between sanctification and spiritual fomiation.
What is meant when

life in the

we

Wesleyan tradition?

say sanctification and the Christian

hi

Wesley and

Sanctification.

Harold Lindstrom states, that justification is "what He works in us

by His Spirit.

But the distinction is

seen

most

clearly if we

say that

justification involves a relative, and sanctification a real change."
He also says, "The former is essentially an objective change. There
is

a

transformation in the

the result that

man

subjective change,
When

we are

is
a

relationship between man and God with

now

possessed of God's

real renewal in

man

favor. The latter is

himself

a

(Lindstrom 84).

justified, God declares that we are not guilty.

12
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He chooses to treat

children. Our
for

our

sins.

When
with

us

not

as

condemned sinners but

beloved

relationship with God is changed because Jesus died

By his
we

death

relationship with God is restored.

our

address the issue of sanctification we

are

concemed

humanity and the spiritual condition. Wesley maintains be
of sin the

cause

Thus sanctification

image of God has been defaced.

is the restoration of the defaced
sanctification has its

image.

"In the order of salvation,

place between justification and final salvation.

It tums the Christian life into

a

whole process of recovery, the
the

as

process of change. It

object of which is

image of God" (Lindstrom 121).

Lindstrom when he states that, "the

Thomas

comprises the

to restore

man

to

Langford agrees with

experience of sanctification is

the

restoring of the defaced image of our creation" (Langford 42).
After the new birth the Christian life involves being made into

the

image of Christ.

called

a

This process is called sanctification. It

joumey because sanctification takes

a

can

be

lifetime. If finds its

beginning at the new birth and its end in final salvation, when we
are ushered into the presence of God for eternity.
Wesley understood sanctification as

a

Hfe

long joumey.

"The

idea of a

gradual advance in sanctification is a typical feature in

Wesley^'s

view of salvation"

of a Christian

was

to be

a

(Lindstrom 120).

He believed the life

gradual and continuous renewing of our

spiritual Hfe until we were in glory.
Wesley also understood sanctification to be a work of grace.
It is not

a

human achievement but the work of the

Holy Spirit in the

PhiUips

spiritual Ufe of the Christian which brings about holiness.
ness

the

is

a

gift of grace, not an achievement;

Holy Spirit.

"
.

Christian which does not
the

bring

"HoU-

it is the active work of

Good works

(Langford 41).

.

13

on

the

part of the

about sanctification, but rather it is

good work of the Holy Spirit which brings about sanctification.
Sanctification is

towards
God and

work of grace

a

This does not

us.
we

have

there would be

no

no

mean

it is

~

God's unmerited favor

completely dependent upon

part in this work. If this were the

need for

me

to address the

case

then

pilgrimage or spiritual

disciplines.
The work of sanctification is
called to

a

work of grace, but

we are

respond to the work of the Holy Spirit in our Uves.

Continuing the above quote fi"om Langford, he
the human

states, "...to which

spirit is caUed to respond, evoking love as the domin

ating motive of life" (Langford 41).
Sanctification is the lifelong work of God in us which requires
our

cooperation.

We have to open ourselves to the

Holy Spirit in our lives.
for the

We

can

be open to and

working of the

provide opportunity

Holy Spirit to work, or we can quench the work of the Holy

Spirit by refiising to cooperate.
The work of sanctification in the Christian is
For the

work of grace.

Holy Spirit to work God's sanctifying grace we have to sub

mit to its work. We
life

a

or we can

can

aUow the

hinder it. When

ual formation, like prayer,

we

we are

working of the Holy Spirit in our
engage in

a

discipline of spirit

submitting ourselves to the work

Phillips
of the

The purpose of the

Holy Spirit.

opportunity where we
John

of grace."

can

meet

disciplines

are

Wesley called these places where we meet God
"These," he said,

"are the

'ordinary channels' through
(Seamands 44).

Christian

"Means of

conference, and Bible reading

veyors of God's active presence; among the

the

"means

provided for the enrichment of Christian hfe. Consequent

ly, prayer, fasting.
are

provide an

God.

which God conveys his presence to us"
grace

is to

14

more

are con

ordinary means

preached Word of God and the Lord's Supper" (Langford

45).
The

means

counter God is

of grace

are

places where an opportunity to en

provided. They bear a marked resemblance to the

disciplines of Spiritual Formation. Their purpose is the same: to
provide an opportunity, a place, for God to come and minister to us
through the Holy Spirit.
grace to be essential to

As John

Wesley understood the means of

sanctification,

so

the

disciplines

are

essential

maturation of the Christian.

to the

To the Methodists of Wesley's

grace.

day, he spoke of the means

Today, we could also speak of the disciplines

grace; prayer,

as means

of

of

fasting, spiritual reading, meditation, service, simpH

city, solitude, submission, confession, worship, guidance, and cele
bration. These are the ordinary channels through which God
communes

John
ary

places.

with

us.

Wesley knew that God was
"For

not

confined to these ordin

although God has designated some places where

Phillips
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he will convey his presence to us, God is not limited to those

places.
and

God is all present and

can

anywhere" (Seamands 48).

also function

where God

as a means

manifest his presence

The joumey to the

of grace. It

and

can

become

a

anytime

Holy Land can
place and time

with his

people.
Spiritual formation is concemed with human cooperation
can come

commune

through the work of grace in our life. Through the use of spiritual
disciplines we provide the opportunity for God to work in us

through his Spirit. Prayer, meditation, spiritual reading, worship
and the other
God for his

spiritual disciplines

enables

to

give ourselves to

good pleasure. Langford tells us that,

still lives in the flesh and in the world,

liberation is

so

"the

new

the necessary

person

corollary to

discipline" (Langford 43).

Sanctification and
we are

us

serious about

sanctification. It

our

spiritual formation cannot be separated if

spiritual Hfe.

provides

themselves to this

the

Grace is God's work of

opportunity for Christians

to open

gradual work of sanctification through the grace

of God.

Importance of the Study
In the past several
Protestants

concerning

decades, interest has increased among

the

practice of the pilgrimage.

transportation and the relatively peaceful
Land have been

The

ease

conditions in the

Holy

partially responsible for this

increased interest.

Though there has been an expanded research in the areas

of pil-

of

PhiUips
grimage theology and history, there are few studies which
the

eiffects

spiritual

pUgrimages have on Christians

age's place among the spiritual disciplines
When
one

finds

or

the
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examine

pUgrim-

of spiritual formation.

reading the Uterature avaUable on this subject matter

numerous

maintain the

works that present historical research and

pilgrimage is

a

Rite of Passage with

ificance. WhUe this work has gone on with
has been done which

spiritual sign

increasing interest,

actuaUy attempts to study the effects

of a

little

pil

grimage upon the spiritual Ufe of Protestant Christians.
The

pilgrimage has never disappeared firom

matter how much it has intemaUzed

our

religious experience.

the context of time and space,

again.

Call the

we are

Emmaus

which

�

and

again and

meeting, home
to

satisfy the

The very nature of the incam-

to seek those incamational

speak to our hearts

camp

never

faith is lived in

Walk, it fimctions

yearning we have for the pilgrimage.
causes us

our

drawn back to it

experience what you wiU

coming, retreat, ChrysaUs
ation

and reshaped, but
Since

renew our

places

and

experiences

spiritual Uves.

Since the 1 9th century renewed interest in travel to the

Land has been observed.
Protestants

no

The

religious experience.

pUgrimage has been revised, modified,
removed firom

Protestantism

Holy

Today, year after year the number of

traveling to the Holy Land contiaues to increase.

This

gives us the opportunity to examine the influence such an under
taking can have upon the spiritual

Ufe of the

pUgrim.

We

can

explore the impact the pUgrimage has upon a group of Protestant

PhiUips

pilgrims (called United Methodists)
has not had upon their

This

an

impact it has or

spiritual live.

study sought to discem what the actual influence the

pUgrimage has
such

and record the
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upon the

spiritual life of the person who undertakes

endeavor. If the influence upon the

spiritual Ufe is

significant, it might support the conclusion that the pilgrimage is a
rite of passage and could also be understood

spiritual discipline
to be incorporated within the field of Protestant spiritual formation.
as a

Phillips
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CHAPTER 2

Precedents in Literature

hitroduction

Spiritual Formation is

defined

simply as the intentional
This intentional

process of being conformed into the

image of God.

process includes the

disciplines to help Christians

use

of spiritual

be open to the work of the

Holy Spirit in their fives. It involves
lifelong endeavor and commitment to spiritual growth. "The

process is both

our

effort to form

our

a

spiritual self (intentionahty),

and also God's effort to pursue and transform

our

spirit (grace)"

(Hanke 3).

Throughout the period following the Reformation a growing

emphasis upon the intemalization of rehgion was promoted.
entire

spiritual

hfe

was

looked upon

as a

The

pilgrimage and Protestant

Theology became increasingly hostile to the concept of the pilgrim
age to

a

holy site.

contributed to the

States,

one

One could maintain this internalization has

understanding of religion prevalent in the United

which is intemal and

highly individualistic.

The

pil

grimage gives to us the opportunity to regain extemal and commun
al aspects of the Christian faith.
Hie focus of this
age within the

chapter is

Scriptures

the

understanding of the pilgrim

and the Church. It looks at current

theological understandings of the pilgrimage, seeking to find areas

Phillips
of congrueicy which would view the

pilgrimage as
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spiritual

a

discipline for the spiritual formation of United Methodist Christians

today.
What Is A
Several
The literal

meanings

can

Pilgrimage?

be derived from the word

meaning is a joumey to a

of religious devotion. The

shrine

or

sacred

allegorical meaning sees

pilgrimage.

place as an act

hfe

as a con

pilgrimage can also be viewed as a search,
an intemal joumey towards a goal or ideal. Even though the pil

tinuous

pilgrimage.

The

grimage takes place with other pilgrims, the pilgrimage focuses
upon the individual. Morinis tells

us

the

pilgrimage:

is bom out of desire and belief The desire for
to

problems

a

solution

of all kinds that arise within the human

situation. The behef that somewhere

beyond this known
a power that can make right the diffi

world there exists

culties that appear

It is

a

now

(Morinis 1).

The

pilgrimage is

a

insoluable and intractable here and

search for the divine

seeking after the God of the scriptures.

pilgrimage as
or

so

"a joumey undertaken

state that he or she believes to

�

the

supematural.

Morinis defines the

by a person in quest of a place

embody a valued ideal" (Morinis

4). Morinis, Victor and Edith Turner, and others bring to us the
need to

study the pilgrimage and its spiritual significance for

Christians

today, especially in the areas

of anthropology and

Phillips

Pilgrimage has been a neglected subject, despite
important place it occupies in world rehgions" (Preston 31).
"The

experience.
the
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distinquishes between the pilgrim and the
tourist in. Pilgrimage and Tourism: Convergence and Divergence:
Eric Cohen

"There

are some

who try to

place all kinds of travel into

a cross-

culturally apphcable concept of tourism which includes the

pilgrimage" (Cohen 48).

hi contrast to those who argue for the

convergence of pilgrims and

divergent.

He studies these

tourists, Cohen maintains they are

concepts through structural, phenom

enal, and institutional analysis. "The pilgrim's demeanor and
The demeanor of the

itinerary are more organized and disciplined.

tourist, in contrast, may legitunately remain completely unstructur
ed

or

'anarchical'

"

(Cohen 57).

In the structural

analysis we find

the

major differences between the tourist and the pilgrim.

the

pilgrim's

center is that of his

own

culture,

a

"Since

visit to it not

only

reinforces his commitment to basic cultural values; he is reinstituted

to, reconciled with, his role and

position in society" (Cohen 59).

Cohen's work thus estabhshes for

tourist and the
involved in

a

pilgrim.

us

the difference between the

Unlike the occasional

spiritual quest.

tourist, the pilgrim is

Cohen pouits out to

us

that the

pil

grim's quest is the reinforcement of his or her basic cultural values,
especially those which are rooted within the spiritual life of the
pilgrim,

and the purpose of such

a

quest is the reinforcement and

reconciliation to these values. The tourist has

during his joumey.

no

such

concern
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I would argue
cannot

so

case

of a

trip to the Holy Land, one

clearly distinguish the tourist from the pilgrim.

iated with the

ded in its

that, in the

Holy Land is a spiritual significance that is embed

history and

the chosen

speaks to us about

culture. The land's story

people called by God, the hfe of Christ,

and the be

ginning of the Church through the work of the Apostles.
our

Assoc

Within

culture, where more than 90% claim to be Christian, this

joumey reinforces that commitment to basic cultural values, which
Cohen maintains separates the

pilgrim from the occasional tourist.

The rich reUgious influence of the

Holy Land itself defies the term

occasional tourist.

Defining the Christian pUgrimage is
In

undertaking in itself.

gathering of theologians described by Morinis, the following

a

the outcome of the effort.

was

age

an

as

actual

event

metaphor cannot be neafly distinguished.
"The

pilgrim can behave as

Further studies of the concept and

needed"

a

verses

pUgrim

The joumey to

place is physical but also symboUc, Uteraiy,

spiritual imagery.
versa.

PUgrimage as

an

and loaded with

tourist and visa

practice of pUgrimages are

(Morinis 6).

PUgrimage in Scripture and Church History.
The
were

pUgrunage is

a

very ancient

not the first to use the

the church finds its

own

reUgious practice.

Christians

pUgrimage as a reUgious practice,

pilgrimage roots

in the

of Israel. The book of Exodus iastmcted the

for

history of the people

people to make this

Phillips
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pilgrimage three times a year in order to sacrifice to the Lord:
year to honor me. In the month in
celebrate the Festival of Unleavened Bread

Celebrate three festivals

which you lefi:

Egypt,

a

in the way that I commanded you. Do not eat any bread with
yeast during the seven days of this festival. Never come to me
without bringing

an

offering.

Celebrate the Harvest Festival

begia to harvest your crops. Celebrate the Festival of
Shelters in the autumn, when you gather finit from your
vineyards and orchards. Every year at these three festivals all
your men must come to worship me, the Lord your God (Exodus
23: 14-17, Living Bible).
when you

We know Jesus observed the rite of pilgrimage

through the

Gospel accounts:
"Now his parents went to Jerusalem every year at the feast of

the Passover"
"And

as

(Luke 2:41, RSV).
Jesus

was

going up to Jerusalem, he took the twelve

aside, and on the way he said, "Behold, we

are

going up to Jeru

salem, and the Son of man will be delivered to the chief priests and
scribes..."

(Matthew 20: 17-18, RSV).

"And he said to them 'I have

eamestly desired to eat the

Passover with you before I suffer...'

From the

find it

was a

Lord to

(Luke 22: 15, RSV).

organization of Israel into the tribal Confederacy, we

practice of the people to cany out the command of the

pilgrimage to the Holy Places of Shechem, Shiloh,

Bethel. "Now, this
to

"

man

and

used to go up year by year from his

worship and to sacrifice to the Lord of Hosts

at Shiloh..."

city
(I

Phillips
Samuel 1 :3,
after the

of the

RSV). Throughout the period of the monarchy, and

completion of the

second

temple at Jerusalem,

high places
for the

ing places

of Shiloh, Shechem, and Bethel

pilgrims prior to the building

Jerusalem. After the division of the
the

as

salem

the

temple in
serv

gathering places of the Northem Kingdom, while Jeru
the

gathering center for the

Southem

Kingdom.

rXiring the reign of Josiah in the

Southem

Kingdom, after the

was

form when the book of the Torah

being repaired.

of the

of the

gather

were

kingdom, the high places

fall of the Northem Kingdom, the nation

was

the custom

pilgrimage was maintained.
The

ed
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high places

was

discovered while the

The result of the reform

and the

was

the

temple

tearing down

centering of the pilgrimage festivals in

city of Jemsalem at the Temple.

leavened

experienced rehgious re

Josiah ordered the Feast of Un

Bread, (which had been neglected), observed by the people

and reinstituted its annual observance.

The first
over.

pilgrim festival was the Pesach, the feast of the Pass

The greatest influx of pilgrims into Jerusalem for the celebrat

ion of Passover

was

during the time

of the second

temple.

Partic

ularly during the years prior to the destmction of the temple by the
Romans.
as

They came to offer their Passover sacrifice in the temple

instmcted

by the book of Exodus.

Feast of Unleavened Bread

was

The

Passover, and the

the celebration of Israel's release

from the bonds of Egypt and their exodus to the
The second festival

was

Holy Land,

Shovous, the Festival of Weeks. The

Phillips

offering consisted of the two loaves
of the

crop. This

new

of bread, baked from the wheat

day of offering was

also called 'To/w ha-

Bakkurim, the day of offering the first loaves of the new
God"

(Schauss 87).

These two loaves

goodness

day of the

Jewish month Sivan. hi the
observed in the

was

high places

were

crop to

symbolized their dependence

of the Lord. This festival

upon the

festival
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comes on

early days of

high places, like

the sixth

Israel the

Shiloh. When the

destroyed, the yearly pilgrimages

were

taken to

Jerusalem.
The third pilgrim festival

Tabernacles. The

pilgrims

Jerusalem in Israel's later

the march from
land. This

nine

Sukkos, the festival of

would travel to the

Egypt, to Mount Sinai,

was a

high places,

history, setting up booths

during Pesach or

recalling

promised

giving of revelation to Israel.

For the ancient Jewish

or

They recounted

began on the fifteenth day of Tishri and was

days.

and

and then to the

festival of praise and adoration.

their historic march and the

festival

was

The

celebrated for

peasant it was hard to travel

Shovous because of the harvest. But

they were

able to make the autumn Festival of Tabemacles because the crops
had been

gathered.

From very

Shiloh,

or

This

very festive time for the

pilgrim.

early on they traveled to one of the sanctuaries
to

a

city temple.

celebrated in Solomon's
Each Festival had
These

was a

were

blended

This

was

the first

such

as

pilgrim festival

temple.
agricultural and historical significance.

together depending upon the significance of
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one or

the other.

emphasis

La the Festival of Unleavened Bread there is the

upon the historical

significance of the Exodus and the

agricultural theme became incidental.

In the Festival of Weeks the

agricultural theme is dominant and there is no effort made to tie it to
a

historical event. The Festival of Tabemacles is

historical and

agricultural events

a

balance of the

in the life of Israel.

The need for pilgrimages to the sanctuary

was

"essential to the

survival of Judaism. In the absence of the synagogues, schools and

influential

religious leaders, it was important to maintain physical

contact between the

people and the ecclesiastic leadership of the
Temple" (Block 184). These annual pilgrimages which held
together the faith and people of Israel.
the tradition of the Jewish faith

The

through its

pilgrimage kept ahve
observances. Block tells

us:

The utilization of the

pilgrimage as

important weapon against
paganism is reflected in the seguence of Exodus 33. The portion
which proclaims the three pilgrim festivals is included in the
warning, "thou shalt make no covenant with them (the native
heathens), nor their idols (Block 185).
The first mention of the
in the context of the

an

pilgrim festival

23,

giving of the social laws to the people of Israel.

Therefore, the pilgrimage is placed in the
ethical motif. The

appears in Exodus

context of the socio-

pilgrimage festivals are mentioned again after the

transgression of the people with the golden calf.

There is

a

change

Phillips
in the rationale for the

keeping of these festivals as

it becomes
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em

theology. "The utilization of the

bedded within the context of their

pilgrimage as an important weapon against paganism is reflected in
the sequence of Exodus 33. The

pilgrim festivals

is included in the

covenant with them

185).

warning;

"thou shalt make

no

(the native heathens), nor their idols" (Block

hi Exodus 34 it is

grimage

portion which proclaims the three

plain to

see

"purpose of the pil

that the

festivals is to reinforce the faith and reafiOrm the covenant

with God"

(Block 186).

with the

covenant

the command

In this

chapter the Lord renews the

people of Israel,

again,

"Three times

and in the midst of the renewal is
a

year all your

men

worship me, the Lord, the God of Israel" (Exodus
Block

points

out

that there

ious structures within the

was concern

for

must

34: 23

come

to

RSV).

significant relig

early Israel for the spiritual

life of the

pilgrimage served as such a structure. The gathering
together of the people provided the opportunity of spiritual teaching,
people.
or

The

spiritual formation through the symbohsm, experience and teach

ing of the pilgrimage festivals.
Three times

commands of the

a

year the Lord

people their presence to observe these important

events in the life of the

work and
the

people

structure

provides for the people and

people of Israel.

All

are

tied to the

sustaining work of God for his people.
are

saving

At these festivals

taught and the covenant with God renewed.

The

provided for the people of Israel by the observance of the

pilgrimage was very important as

a means

for

spiritual formation.
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Their tradition and faith
of the

ance

was

in the life of the church. The

interest and resulted in

Jerusalem
made

kept ahve by the observ

pilgrimage festivals.

The influx of Christian

Holy Land.

nurtured and

pilgrims to the Holy Land came early
writings

of the

early fathers increased

large numbers of pilgrims traveling to the

"Prior to the fourth century most of the travelers to

were

chiefly interested in its remarkable library which

it, by the end of the second century,

a

meeting place for the

foremost scholars of the first age of Christian

Philosophy" (Sump

tion

89). The expansion of this hbrary ia Jerusalem caused more

and

more

such

visitors to

come

to the

city.

Jerusalem

was

visited by

early church fathers as Origen, Eusebius, and Paulinus.
"hi Bethlehem Jerome wrote his translation of the Bible and in

letters to admirers in the west asserted that
true

understanding

Jerusalem became,

of the

scriptures

to be had"

(Sumption 91).

by and far, the most popular of all the pilgrim

age centers. The emergence of the

identification of the

only in Palestine was a

Holy

holy Roman Empire lead to the

Sites of Jerusalem. The

Emperor Con-

stantine's mother, Helen, leaves the first well documented account

pilgrimage to the Holy Land as recorded on her joumey in 328
A.D. She was responsible for the building of the church at the
nativity in Bethlehem and the place of the Ascension of Jesus Christ
of a

on

the Mount of Olives.

Eventually, Imperial
came

the greatest

influence and not

religious obligation be

single motivating force in the growth and devel-

Phillips
opment of the Christian pilgrimage
church
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"Constantine's

to Jerusalem.

building program on the holy sites of Jerusalem invited

many Christians to go and

see

the sacred

places where Jesus was

bom, lived, worked, and was cmcified and raised" (Aivazian 336).
As

result of this program

a

to Jemsalem

as a means

by Constantine many began the joumey

of uniting their piety with the historical

significance of the Holy Land.

The most opportune time for

pilgrims to make their joumey was late in their Hves.

As

early

they

approached the chmactic stage of their life, they were able to
actually

the

see

place where Christ overcame death.

The earliest Christian pilgrimages

They were rooted in the pilgrim's

ian motivation.
al

piety.

same

The

places

that Christ walked.

During the pilgrimage they could
The historical

holy sites

en

pilgrim to experience the Bible in the land of its origin.

the joumey
age

desire for person

early pilgrim was inspired by being able to walk in the

devotionally live out the scriptures.
abled the

emerged from pure Christ

was

was an

understood to be

a

spiritual exercise.

activity to reach out towards God,

relationship with him and

so

enter into

a

to

"The

pilgrim

deepen one's

closer union"

(Davies

184).
Another motivation for the
Jerusalem
the

was

found in the monastic ideal. Because of the expense,

danger and the conditions

monks

saw

this

the ways and

undertaking of the pilgrimage to

as an

means

found

during the joumey, many

opportunity to demonstrate their rejection of

of the world. It

provided for them an oppor-

Phillips
tunity to live the life of simplicity and love as
them.

The
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Jesus had done before

Holy Land became attractive to those seeking the mon

astic life. Because of its

simplicity and areas of desolation, the Holy

Land became the home of teachers of the monastic life like Basil
and the

tunity Desert Fathers.

monastic call.
at least

longing
A

as

for the

promised land" (Sumption 94).

strong proponent of the pilgrimage was Ignatius of Loyola,

to Jerusalem. He

came

consistent theme,

a

leading figure in the counter-

Ignatius himself embarked on a pilgrimage
to believe there

join Christ and enter into
original

could leam about the

important to the followers of Saint Jerome as their

reformation movement.

a

one

"Contempt for the society which they left behind was

the founder of the Jesuits and

is

There

or

was no more

logical place to

service for him than in Jerusalem. "There

thread, it

seems

to me, that

runs

from the

intent of Ignatius in 1521 A.D. to the formation of the

Jesuits in 1539 A.D.

-

the

expanding concept of the J^usalem pil

grimage. Ignatius had intended on saying his first mass in Jeru
salem" (Olin 395). Later the presence of the Turks in Palestine

prevented this possibility from becoming a reahty.
For

Ignatius of Loyola,

where Jesus walked, but it
twelve

disciples.

be

a

was

was

was a

not

merely a place

here that Jesus summoned the

The third experience of a

to join the Jesuit order

with them for

Jerusalem

new

candidate

wishing

pilgrimage where they took nothing

period of one month.

The Jesuits

concem

always

ready to joumey where they might be called evolved from their

to
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understanding of the pilgrimage.
Opposition to the Pilgrimage
However,

even

early in the hfe of the church, the Christian pil

grimage was not without its critics.
Gregory of Nyssa, who
Reformers.

The most

outspoken critic was

sounded much like the later Protestant

Gregory of Nyssa beheved it was unnecessary for a

person to travel all the way to Jerusalem to seek out God. If God is

omnipresent then he could be found anywhere.
about the conduct of some

there

pilgrims,

for

as

the

He

was

distressed

pilgrim centers grew

began to develop as much mischief as piety among the

pilgrims.
Prior to the Reformation, several
which led to the increased

eventually to the call

pilgrimages.

opposition of the pilgrimages

practice was the devotion to the saints and

the collection of relics. There

that the

were

appeared many different holy sites

attributed to the saints.

belongings of the saints

or

the

People came to believe

things which had touched their

remains had the power within them
came

and

from the Protestant Reformers to stop all

The first

where miracles

practices would emerge

to

cause

miracles. Out of this

worship of these relics and prayers for intercession on

their behalf to God from the saints.
The second
the

practice to develop during the Middle Ages was

seeking of indulgences.

age to

Jerusalem, Rome,

or

Those who embarked upon
another

a

pilgrim

pilgrim center would receive an

Phillips
indulgence

attributed to that center. These

duce the time

one

indulgences

could
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re

spent in purgatory or could remove sin.

The combined

practice of devotion to the saints

and the

seeking of indulgences resulted in the charge that pilgrimages were

nothiag more than superstitious activity.

The

practice of the pil

grimage became ingrained within the Middle Age church system of
works

righteousness

"wished that all

and caused Martin Luther to exclaim that he,

pilgrimages would be stopped."

pietism of tiie Protestant Reformation was an intemal
pietism which understood the only tme pilgrimage as the daily
The

living out of the Christian life. Throughout the countries where the
Reformation found

a

foothold, all pilgrimage observances were

practice of the pilgrimage as an extemal spiritual
joumey disappeared. John Bunyun's Pilgrim's Progress, a classic
removed. The

literary work of the early seventeenth century, demonstrates

the in

ternalization of pietism. In this work the joumey of the Christian is

depicted as

a

life-long pilgrimage.

"A trenchant statement of the Protestant

olic Church defmed the
Hobbes' Leviathan,

of which

Kingdom of Darkness

pubhshed in

occurs

in Thomas
~

aspects

is threefold. He main

God, who is infinite, cannot be contained in any

place. Second, therefore,
any

against the Cath

165 1. Hobbes' argument

akeady occur in Calvin's Institutes,

tained first that

case

place.... Third,

to

he

one

argued that holiness is not inherent in

worship God in a place

set

apart by 'private

authority and not by the authority of them that are our sovereign
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pastors, is idolatry'" (MacCormack 9).
Four main

the

objections

undertaking of pilgrimages.

saints and the devotion

Christ

as our

raised

was

The first concemed the cult of the

given to them undermined the role of Jesus

The second

pilgrimages was the cult of the saints.

objection to the practice of the pilgrimage was

understanding of God's omnipresence.
third

no

need to go to

some

no

no use

[for]

which could be

a

place

The

everywhere,
the

by the first opponent of the pilgrimage,

"In the words of John

Gregory of Nyssa.

set

Calvin,

a

Christian should

apart from the doctrine of godliness',

taught anywhere at all" (MacCormack 9).

The final argument

the

special place and seek out God.
if God is

the

everywhere,

place on earth more sacred than any other. This was

basic argument to be used

'have

If God is in fact

objection was related to the second:

there is

of the saints

nothing less than idolatry. They argued one of

for the

major reasons

there is

by the reformers concerning

only mediator. They charged the images

and their rehcs
the

were

against the continuation of the practice of

pilgrimage was the objection to indulgences, which could be

granted during various pilgrimages. To the reformers this smacked
of nothing less than works righteousness. Thus, the reformers had a

good case in opposition to what the pilgrimages had become.
"When the total argument from the reformers was presented it
raised

a

good case for the discontinuation of the pilgrimage among

Protestants"

(Davies 185). However,

the reconsideration of the

recent Protestant

early motivations

for the

theology and

pilgrimages

Phillips
indicate the need to examine the motivation for such
and the

spiritual benefits

History has
and the

shown

such

an

endeavor

an
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undertaking

bring.

can

all pure motivation directed toward God

us

spiritual life can be corrupted by human beings.

We have

already noted the early pilgrim's joumeys were grounded in the tme
expression of their personal piety.

Their desire

was

to

renew

their

spiritual life through their joumey to Jemsalem.
The reformers intent

was

the

reviving of the Christian faith

according to the revelation of the scriptures. Unfortunately,
zeal for reform the church has had the

tendency to overact so that

abuse leads to disuse, hi current Protestant
movement towards

thought there is the

reclaiming the positive aspects

age and the influence it

in its

of the

pilgrim

have in the process of spiritual form

can

ation.

A Modem

Understanding of the Pilgrimage

hi this modem age
testant traditions which

and the

spiritual hfe.

we are

are

We

witnessing changes within the Pro

refocusing attention upon community

are

reexamining the past ideals supported

by the reformers, especially in the areas
fore,

we

to the

need to look at the

of the

spiritual life.

Hiere-

objections of the Prtoestant Reformation

pilgrimage in the light of recent rethinking in the religious

community.
The first

objection to the endeavor of the pilgrimage was the

cult of the saints and the collection of relics. Prior to the reform-

Phillips
ation, saints had been elevated to a
idolatrous. Signs and wonders
relics. But this
nor

in the present

were

not the

was

era

attributed to them and their

understanding of the

of the church. For the

saints in the

early

early pilgrim, the

saints

preceived as those who had suffered martyrdom following the

way of Christ.

They were examples to

Christian life. Paul, in his
follow his

own

follow in their

example. They were examples not to be worshipped, but

the great cloud of witnesses which surrounds

who have died to Christ Jesus, finished the
Their hves

living of the

writings, exhorted his readers to

to show the way of overcoming the world. So

our

people which was

status among

were
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are

joumey.

examples

W. E.

to show

Sangster,

a

us

today,

us.

race

we

recognize

They are those

and

won

the

the way and encourage

British Methodist,

prize.

us on

pleas for a

recovery among Protestants of the concept of the saints in his

book,

The Pure in Heart.

The second
The

objection concemed the omnipresence of God.

early pilgrims knew they did not have to travel to any certain

place to

encounter God.

should not go to
The

a

But, they also knew this did not mean they

special place either.

Davies tells

pilgrims instinct,' Evelyn Waugh wrote,

heart. It is indeed
Reason tells

us

'is

us:

deep set in the

affair of the heart rather than the head.
that Christ is fully present in one church as in
an

another. But to believe that God fills the universe is not

argument against

pilgrimage (Davies 176).

a

valid

PhilHps

Kirkegaard tells us,

"the
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meaning of God's omnipresence is not

simply that he is present everywhere and at aU times, but also that
he is

we can

encounter God in

detract form
God is

special way on a pilgrimage does not

transcendent, God is
us

places

place,

in

us

and yet God

special places.

were

hoHer than others.

Thus, Jerusalem

holy than any other place to be found on earth. Still,

know God chose to

participate within the restrictions of this

creation, hi the incamation, God
accessible to

one

Because

objected to the understanding which impHed

in creation

was no more

not tied to any

and is able to encounter

The reforms also

we

a

understanding of God being omnipresent.

our

condescends to

some

To beheve

wholly present in each and yet in all" (Davies 176).

us

came

to

us

and made himself

within the limitation of our time and space. Al

though Christ is not found in one place, Christianity started in a

particular place.

We have within

logicaUy significant historical
holy sites

to encourage the

are

people. Yet,

when

we

our

religious framework a fheo-

event. The role

of the

pilgrimage and

pilgrim to move on and seek God in

hold that Israel is the

Holy Land, we are not

attributing to the land holiness which we account to God.

only becomes holy because of its relationship to God.

specific time in our history that God came as
a

one

Israel

It is here in

a

of us and lived in

specific place caUed Israel.
The last

would be

objection to the pilgrimage was

a

merited

one

which

supported even today, the idea of iadulgences and works

of righteousness.

Scriptures tell us

our

salvation is not achieved

PhiUips
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through works but by the grace of God. Today, the undertaking of
the

pUgrimage for the purpose

of pleasing God

would find condemnation among the

whole, but this is
exercise which

not

can

a reason

be

a

because

understanding of the

an

spiritual

came

about

pUgrimage move

by the intemalization of

affair of the heart. The

Christian life

was

the

were

not necessary

problem with this

possibility of creating a

dualism between the outer and inner Ufe. Within the church
find many who have

daUy routines.
ious

separated their religious

We have individualized and

experience.

We tend to

a

expression of personal piety.

The reformers maintained pUgrimages

religion was

favor

reUgious community as

The main blow the reformers dealt to the

religion.

earning

for the dismissal of a

sincere

ment in the Protestant church

or

we

life from their normal

personalized our relig

separate the things

we

do in

our

physical life from our spiritual life. We know it is, in fact, imposs
ible to draw the line which neatiy separates the secular life from the
spiritual life. "C. S. Lewis
created it' Pavies 181).

once

remarked, 'God likes matter; he

"

God, in his wisdom, chose
When he

was

to create the

heavens and the earth.

finished, he caUed it good. Throughout the Bible we

read of God's continued intervention in the affairs of creation. He
met

daUy in the garden with Adam and Eve.

He

provided for them

they sinned and were cast out of the garden. He called
Abraham to follow his guidance and brought out of Egypt the

when

children of Israel. He sent to them the Messiah, himself as flesh

Phillips
and blood. God loves his
maintains

Israel, in

an

a

creation,

so

much, he died for it. God

interest in his work, and part of his work took

place

us

in

God

city called Jemsalem, where he suffered and died.

loves to encounter
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in time and space, which he created. The

pilgrimage provided again, the opportunity for God to encounter his
creation, which is our limitation and not his. This is why C. S.
Lewis would make such

a

remark

as

and continues to choose to encounter

recorded above. God chose
in

us

our

world, and the

pilgrimage provides for such a holy encounter.
Spiritual Experiences of Early Pilgrims.
One of the earhest journals

the

Holy Land is that of Jerome's

we

have

friend Paula. In Jerome's letter to

Eustochium # 108, Jerome describes the
encounters the manager
as

she

sees

scene

recounting a joumey to

feeling of Paula as

in Bethlehem: "She is moved to tears

the Bethlehem manager,

remembering the events

Jesus birth and the death of the children

as

one

and

by people possessed

compassion for them all, shedding tears for each

prayed Christ to show mercy."

numerous

of

Herod tries to kill the

child Jesus. At the saints tomb she is moved

around it. She had

she

accounts of the

In Paula's joumal there

are

spiritual effect the Holy Land has upon

her. She is moved to tears of joy and sorrow, touched in

a

very

special way by the story the land had to speak to her.
Another

pilgrim who joumeyed to the Holy Land and left us

diary was Egeria. Egeria was

aware

a

of the monastic movement and

Phillips
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familiar with all aspects of the

liturgical life in Jerusalem. She was
a consecrated
virgin and was writing this diary to another group of
Christians from Galicia. She undertook her pilgrimage between
378 and 396 A.D. The

diary tells

of her many visits to the

sites in and out of Israel. She describes her
at each of the

holy

worship and devotions

sites. She also describes the

beauty of the land.

In the

valley where Elijah found rest from Ahab at Corra

"Once

again we give thanks to God who designed to

were

not

holy

she says,

show us, who

deserving, all those things we yearned to see."

Valerius described

Egeria and her pilgrimage to Jerusalem this

way:

strength of the glorious Lord she fearlessly set on an
immense joumey to the other side of the world. Guided by God
she pressed on until after a time she reached what she had longed
for, the most holy places of the birth, passion, and resurrection of
the Lord...her purpose was to pray and find edification, for the
more she had advanced in holy learning the more insatiably her
holy longing bumed in her heart" (Wilkerson 43).
In the

Prior to the joumey recorded for

us

of Paula, in the fourth

century, the earliest known pilgrim to the Holy land was Melito
of Lardis. His records tell

us

he joumeyed to the

Holy Land

because, "he sought the authority of the land, where these things

preached and done" (Hunt 83). Throughout the next centuries
as the pilgrimage became popular, there are diaries which record

were

the reaction of others who would joumey to the

Holy Land.

Brother
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Felix would write to others in his monastery, "O my brothers! hadst
thou been with

me

in that court at that hour, thou wouldst have

such

plenteous tears,

ship,

such sobs jfrom the inmost breath, such

silence"

such bitter heartfelt groans, such sweet

(Howard 43).

that take

place

Jacinthas the

A

peaceful

pilgrim from Piancenza tells

and

seen

wor

gladsome

of miracles

in Nazareth, Bethlehem and at the Jordan River.

Presbyter recalls the fervor of his

Jerusalem when he

desire to joumey to

recalls, "Call God to witness how greatly I

longed to see the holy places where our Lord Jesus
where he bore his

suffering for the whole world.

"

Christ was bom,

After measuring

the church at Bethlehem he states, "When I had done all this and
measured

everything I was happier than ever before" (Wilkerson

123).
Bernard the monk writes

concerning his pilgrimage,

year 870 after the incamation of our Jesus
two

"hi the

Christ, I Bemard joined

others, brethren in religious devotion, who wanted to

see

the

Holy Places" (Wilkerson 141).
From the accounts of the

pilgrims they understood the pil

grimage to the Holy Land to be an expression of their religious
devotion. The joumey
was

the

was a

difficult

undertaking, the aim of which

spiritual renewal of the individual. They saw it as

mission of personal

piety in which the pilgrim

of the Bible in the Land of the Bible and
the

was a

a

encountered the God

significant event in

spiritual development of the pilgrim.
As time went on, there

developed superstitious practices

ui re-
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pilgrimages, but the pilgrimage itself was not the cause of

lation to

this behavior. Rather it

was a

used because of misguided

spiritual discipline which was mis

people.

It

was

still

a source

of spiritual

renewal and encoimter for many who embarked upon this mission

for
to

The pilgrim accounts available to

spiritual growth.

a

work of God in the lives of Christians

called the

Holy Land.

Here

like the

Still
We

can

witness

through that special place

they could walk the

Lord Jesus walked and ministered. Here

us

land where the

they could also be called,

disciples, to follow the master.
today the land can speak to us
be renewed

by the witness

of the deeds of the master.

of the

places where Jesus

ministered, suffered, and died for us. A pilgrimage can be for us

a

discipline for our spiritual development, where we are opened in a
special way to the working

of the

Pilgrimage as
Why does

pilgrim?

a

Recent

Holy Spirit.
Rite of Passage

a

pilgrimage have

study of rites

such

a

profound affect on the

of passage may

help provide an

answer.

Work

by Arnold van Gennep and championed by Edith and

Victor Turner reveal to

us

the stages involved in the events in

life called rites of passage. "All rites of passage
three

phases: separation,

(Turner &

Turner

The first

limen

or

marginality,

are

and

marked

our

by

aggregation"

2).

phase

of a rite of passage involves the

separation of

Phillips
the person from the

society or community of which he

part. This separation
the

person's

can

be

or

she is
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a

symbolic or actual separation from

a

normal cultural conditions. "It is these rites of passage

that enable initiates to make

transition from

a

one

clearly defined

position in society to another" (Zahniser 3).
The second stage involves the liminal

liminal

phase is

itself. "The

precisely because it abolishes

all

identities, statuses, and roles" (Zahniser 7).

In

that chaotic time

sanctioned

socially

experience

this stage there exits the

possibilities

of renewal and

growth.

The Tumers tell

but also

potentiality, not only 'going to be'

us

that

liminality is

"not

spiritual

only transition

but also 'what may

be',

a

formuable domain in which all that is not manifest in the normal

day-to-day operations
social

of social structures

(whether on

repression or because it is rendered cognitively

account of

'invisible'

by

prestigious paradigmatic denial) can be studied objectively, despite
the often bizarre and
& Tumer

metaphorical character of its

3). Here the

Tumers

content"

(Turner

provide for us the understanding of

the forces at work within this liminal stage. Because

we are

separated from our daily environment, there exists the possibility of
interaction within this
and renewal because
binds

us

in

our

new

environment that lends itself to

we are

daily routine.

free from the social shackles which
At this

possibility of spiritual renewal

point there exists

in the venture called

The third stage of the rite of passage is the
into the

change

community from which we left.

Even

the

pilgrimage.

re-incorporation

though we reenter

Phillips
our

old social and

experiences
influence

we

even

communal life

expectations

religious community,

had

bring with us the

during the liminal phase will have its renewing

upon the life to which
comes

we

we
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the

we

return to. hito

our

old

possibility of the renewal of our roles and

left behind.

The work of the Tumers and others

brings

a

valuable under

standing of the possibility of spiritual renewal in a pilgrimage, hi
early Christendom, the pilgrimage was a great liminal experience of
the

religious

life. The

easy adventure

we

pilgrimage in the early church was not the

participate in today.

behind their homes and make

a

us a

impact the pilgrimage has

pilgrim to leave

costly and often perilous joumey.

The work of those who have

rite of passage open for

It called the

championed the pilgrimage as

way to understand and

upon the

spiritual

a

appreciate the

hfe of the

pilgrim.

The

pilgrimage brings to the pilgrim the spiritually renewing attributes
of liminality which the Tumers state would include:
release from mundane stmctures; homogenization of status;
simplicity of dress and behavior; communitas; ordeal; reflection

meaning of basic rehgious and cultural values; and the
ritualized enactment of correspondence between religious
paradigms and shared human experiences; that open our spiritual
life to opportunities of growth and maturation. The pilgrimage
involves all the stages of a rite of passage and gives us the
possibility of a spiritual renewal (Tumer & Tumer 34).
on

the

Returning to the writing of Erik Cohen and his work concem-
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ing convergence, divergence
and the

and the difference between the tourist
that both the tourist and

pilgrim, the author maintains

grims have a 'gettin out' character in addition to a 'gettin to',
other

words, they both have rites of passage characteristics

cribed

by the Tumers.

tourist from the

As

pil

hi

as

des

previously mentioned, what separates

the

pilgrim is the organized and disciplined

stmcture and the revitalization of the

pilgrim as

a

result of the

joumey.

pilgrimage begins with the separation of the persons from
their natural surroundings. Preparations are made by the pilgrims
The

to

leave their homes and social stmctures. Some

the joumey with prayer and

a

people prepare for

service for thek joumey. The actual

joumey to the Holy Land is not filled with the same dangers and
hardships of past pilgrims, in fact, the joumey today is quite
pleasant in comparison.

But the time

in which the old constraints

are

spent in the Holy Land is

gone and the

one

possibility of divine

rehgious experience is every bit as possible as in
past pilgrimages. This stage of the experience is the transformative
stage. It involves getting out of the status quo and inviting the ex
encounter and

perience of a

new

sacred

reality and new community which transcends

the boundaries from which

communal

relationships

we

are

formed

ways. Then

to each person in

new

thing is

and yet, the

the

same

started. Here, with
as

others,

new

the land of the Bible

comes

the retum home.

speaks

Every

possibility for it being different is

present because with each rite of passage experience there is the

Phillips
journey from the old to the new.

Zahniser

example of the use of the pilgrimage
enhance the

pastoral

We

structure

as

for

us an

rite of passage to

participation and affect of baptism in the church.

staff made

ing worship

provides
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The

baptism the climatic event of the Sunday even

service. He describes for

gathered in the

us

the

baptism

service:

church building for the

evening service,
when the time for the sermon arrived, we joumeyed to the pool
where the baptismal service was held. The pool was surrounded
by believers supporting those who were baptized and joining in
on a ritual event that was a form of discipling. Even without a
sermon, people experienced the presence of the Spirit and in one
way or another, consciously or unconsciously, reaffirmed their
own baptismal vows (Zahniser IRC Lecture #2),
The movement from the church to the

pool provides the

stage of rite of passage, separation, while the gathering

provides

the liminal stage which allows for

tion follows the ritual into the

takes
this

for

us

creativity. Reaggrega-

community from the past.

within the context of baptism,

place in the participants

pool

community, with the participants

different connection within the

ample provides

at the

first

of a

a

This

in

a

ex

look at what

pilgrimage to the Holy Land as

pilgrimage model is adapted to the ritual of baptism.
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CHAPTER 3
The

Design of the Study

The Problem and

This

study was concemed with the field of Spiritual Form

ation and the

sought to
to the

Purpose of the Study

disciplines

used for

demonstrate how

spiritual growth and renewal.

embarking upon a spiritual pilgrimage

Holy Land can function as a spiritual discipline and rite

passage for those who

maturity. Therefore,

are

the purpose of this

from the Winchester District of the

Research

study was

to determine

Virginia Annual Conference.

Questions

undertaking of this project there were four research

Question

1

Based upon their

personal narratives,

in what ways

contemporary United Methodist pilgrims affected by

a

were

ten

day

pilgrimage to the Holy Land?
Research

Question 2

Did this joumey to the

Holy Land fimction as a tour or a

pilgrimage?
Research

Question

How

a

life of United Methodists

questions which were addressed by this study:
Research

of

seriously seeking spiritual renewal and

pilgrimage's impact upon the spiritual

In the

I

3

congment are the experiences of past pilgrims who
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joumeyed to the Holy Land with the experiences of the contempor
ary United Methodist

Research

pilgrims who joumeyed to the Holy Land?

Question 4

Did the

pilgrimage to the Holy Land function as

passage for the

a

rite of

pilgrim?
Subjects

of the

The district in which I served

as

Study
pastor during my trip

to the

Holy Land was the Winchester District of the Virginia Conference
of The United Methodist Church. The joumey to the
was

the

taken

1992. The group

February 18th-27th,

was

Holy Land

comprised of

thirty-two people who joumeyed to the Holy Land on this

with Educational

Opportunities,

fourteen individuals who
were

Inc. The

There

study.

were

My wife

also six

of both

men

and

different church

subjects

women.

who

The

were

excluded

participation.

participated in this study consisted

subjects

demographics,

and I

people who were not a part of

the Winchester District. Ten others declined
The fourteen

consisted of the

agreed to participate in this study and who

from the Winchester District.

from this

subjects

date

are

of different age groups,

and consisted of both

laity and

clergy.
The

Itinerary of the Joumey to the Holy Land

The joumey

was

sponsored by Educational Opportunities,

from Lakeland, Florida. It consisted of a ten

days

in the

Holy Land and two days

day joumey,

of travel The

with

Inc.

eight

reservations.
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and all travel arrangements

The first

Winchester

were

made

through their office.

day of the joumey began with the subjects

gathering at one of the homes

trip to Kennedy Airport in New

from

of the group for the bus

York to board the

plane.

The bond

ing process for the group began on the bus, though a planned
celebration of departing

on

the joumey would have

complimented

the

leaving of everyday life routines,

the

clergy members were assigned to prepare a scripture reading

hi preparation for the joumey

and short meditation for the group, to be held at different sites

during the pilgrimage.
The
boarded

subjects joined the rest of the group at the airport and

an

El Al 747 for Israel. The next

arrived at the Ben Gurion
go to the hotel

ni

theBookofPsahns. It
then continued

Airport in Tel Aviv and boarded a bus to

Jemsalem. As the bus

pulled off the road and a
on

moming the group

approached Jemsalem,

group member read

was a

very

to the hotel and

a

it

psalm of ascent from

moving experience.

The group

spent the first evening getting

acquainted with each other and the guide, Mishi.
The first fiiU

Kidron
site.

day in Jerusalem began by overlooking the

Valley from a hill outside the old city.

It

was a

beautiful

Traveling to Caiaphas' house, the high priest in Jesus' day,

the

group entered the church where Peter had denied the Lord and
went down to the

dungeons

below the church. While there in the

dungeon a clergy member led the group in the reading

scriptures

and

a

meditation.

of the
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top of the Mount of Olives, after lunch the

group walked down the Mount of Olives to the Garden of Gethesemene.

Time

was

spent in meditation in the garden and then the

group entered the Church of the Nations. The

of Jesus

praying in the garden and a

scriptures

short meditation

were

was

read

given.

The group traveled to back up the Mount of Olives to the

Chapel of the Ascension. Gathering in the chapel in small groups,
a

portion of the scriptures

from Acts

was

read. The group retumed

from there to the hotel in Jerusalem.

day in Jerusalem began with a visit to the old city.

The second

The group walked to St. Anne's Church and visited the Pool of

Bethsaida. hi the church several
account of the

scripture

songs

sung and the

were

healing by the pool was read.

The group walked to the Tomb of David and went to the

Upper Room. The account of the last supper was read. Leaving the

Upper Room the

group walked the streets of the Palestinian

Quarters, seeing an original part of the
group

stopped to

Church of the

see

the

Wailing Wall

Holy Sepulcher.

street in Jesus'

and then

day.

proceeded to the

The account of the crucifixion

read and the group entered the tomb in the church. The

finished

The

was

day was

by walking through the old city and leaving through the

Sheep Gate.
The third

day's joumey was to the Garden Tomb.

visited the Hill of Galgotha and the
was

shared

by the

group in the

The group

garden tomb. Holy Communion

garden.

A visit to model of what
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Jemsalem looked like in Jesus*
built

by a

father whose

Day War.

son

died in 1967 while

The group left Jemsalem for the

Traveling by bus to
the

day was the next stop.

city wall.

was

fighting in the

Seven

city of Jericho.

Jericho the group visited the

diggings

While at the wall the story of the fall of Jericho

read. The group retumed to the
The bus then

This

of

was

shops to venture riding on camels.

departed for the Dead Sea and a visit to the mitis of

Qumran.
From there the group followed the Jordan River to Beit Shean.

The group visited
gogue and
was

a

kibbuts at Beit Shean,

entering an old syna

visiting with the people who lived there.

the Jordan River to

see

the traditional

The next stop

baptismal

site of Jesus

and then finished the joumey to Tiberius.

The fourth

day the group boarded a tour boat and sailed on the

Sea of Galilee toward

Capernaum.

to allow the observance of

the account of Jesus

The boat was

stopped on the

Sunday morriitig worship.

sea

I read from

stilling the sea and shared in a short medi

tation.
The boat arrived in

Capemaum and the group visited the

site

of Peter's mother-in-law's house. The group listened to the account
of the
Jesus.

man

being let down through the roof and being healed by

Walking over to the

ministry,

synagogue mins where Jesus

the group listened to the account of Jesus

scriptures,

began his

reading from the

the book of Isaiah. The group then traveled to the Mount

of Beatitudes where

we

participated hi a worship

service with

a

Phillips
group of Catholics from

Italy.

site of the

feeding of the

five thousand and

Gospel

Jesus

on

The fifth

feeding the

day the

From there the joumey lead to the
a

meditation from the

five thousand was

given.

group traveled to Nazareth and visited the

Church of the Annunciation. An account of the

Mary was read.

The group made

our

at

Haifa and the

angel coming to

way back to Jerusalem

of Meggido, Mount Carmel, Haif and Cesarea

seaport
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by the

aquaduct at Cesarea was

group could not enter the fort at

by way

Sea. The

seen, but the

Meggido because the tunnel was

flooded.
When
It snowed

we

arrived in Jemsalem that

evening it began to

throughout the next day for a total of 26

the tour for that

through the

day. My wife and I,

streets

and another

by the hotel in the

snow

and

inches

snow.

cancelling

couple, walked

played with the

youth of the area.
The seventh

day the group traveled in the

Bethlehem, and back to

see

moving to be in Bethlehem
was

heard

snow to

the Dead Sea Scrolls. It
in the

singing Christmas

snow.

Bethany,

was

very

Entering the church a choir

carols. The group went under the

church to the site of the manger and read the Christmas story. This
was a

very

moving part of the joumey for many in the group.

The last

day in Jemsalem the group retumed to the

through the Sheep gate and toured the Jewish
In the afternoon the group retumed to

our

old

city

section of the old

city.

hotel to check out and

Phillips

began the.joumey to Tel
York the bus

wish

more

was

Aviv for the retum

trip home,
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hi New

boarded for the joumey back to Winchester. I
made to share in

preparation was

a

service of returning

a

pilgrimage has upon

home.

Methodology
This

find the influence

study sought to

United Methodist who traveled to the

Opportunities,

Lie. The

people's experiences

study is

in the

Holy Land with Educational

concemed with

a

small group of

Holy Land, the study's subjects,

they have interpreted their meaning upon their spiritual
cause we were

phenomena,

a

and the

studying experiences

words
upon

as

opposed to numbers.

The

life. Be

meaning given to

qualitative research strategy was

study. Quahtative research implies

and how

selected for this

"that the data

emphasis

such

are

of this

in the form of

methodology is

description and discovery. According to Polkinghome (1 99 1

,

especially usefiil in the 'generation of
categories for understanding human phenomena and the investigat
1

12), quahtative methods

ion of the

are

interpretation and meaning that people give to events they

experience" (Ruderstam & Newton 31).
the

interpretation and meaning

to thek joumey to the

a

of the

group of people have

study was

given,

if any,

Holy Land.

Ruderstam and Newton tell

gardless

The focus of this

us

the

qualitative approach, re

methodology, shares three basic assumptions.

first is the idea that this is

a

holistic

The

approach, seeking to under-

Phillips
stand the entire
the

This

phenomena.

study sought to understand the

experience of the joumey to the Holy Land and the interpretation

of this event within the context of the

subject's spiritual

secondly an inductive approach which moves
ation to

general patterns

from the

cases

it is

naturalistic

a

purpose of the interview is

ience"

it

specific

observ

studied. And

occurs

naturally,

so

methodology was the interview.

an

interest in

"The

understanding the exper

people and the meaning they make of their exper

(Seidman 3).

search for the

are

lives. It is

inquiry (Rudestam & Newton 32).

The instrument for this

ience of other

from

which

thirdly, it seeks to understand phenomena as

the
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The interview process allows the

study to

meaning given by each person in their spiritual life to

pilgrimage. Interviewing provides means for us to ascertain the

spiritual meaning and significance each participant has experienced
on

their joumey to the

Holy Land.

There is the need to
its

own

recognize using

limitations. When

such

a

methodology has

using the interview as means

gathering data we must remember the limitations
the

of

of understanding

experience of others, but it does provide a way to help us

understand.

Seidman tells us,

understanding of others,

"Recognizing the limits on our

we can

still strive to

comprehend them by

understanding their actions" (Seidman 3). Agam he states,

viewing provides
provides

a

behavior"

access

to the context of people's

behavior and

way for the researchers to imderstand the

(Seidman 4).

"Inter

meaning of that

Phillips
hi the field of the social
can

understand the

area

sciences, the best way

of study is

a

researcher

through the experiences

individual. The interview provides the structure for the
these individual
researcher
or

can

process is

experiences.

Seidman states, "the
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of the

gathering of

primary way a

investigate an educational organization, institution,

through the experience of the

'others who make up the

individual

people,

the

organization or carry out the process'

"

(Seidman 4).

employed by this study involved taking the data
collected, words which sought to portray meaning and significance
The method

to the

individual, and interpret the data

pertain to the focus

of the

blems associated with the
cance

interpreted as

the

it

pertains or does

not

The researcher realized the pro

study.

interpretation of meaning and signifi

given by another person.

need to insure the

as

experience

The researcher also realized the

of the researcher did not become

experience of the individuals

contained in the data

collected.

Therefore, within the language of the Christian faith, the goal
was

to look for

meaning and significance as

ual life of individuals and their

researcher

was

also

it related to the

relationship with God.

looking for language which is

spirit

The

consistent with

a

rite of passage. Within the context of the Christian faith there is
common

language which speaks

of the

spiritual

life and the

person's

relationship and a growing closeness with God is language which

gives

to the

experience meaning and implies an impact upon one's

Phillips
personal spiritual
The

life and
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relationship with God.

study was searching for meaning given to the joumey

through the sharing of individuals experiences which supported or
rejected the idea that this joumey was a very special and important
spiritual event in their lives.
of passage. A

relationships

Such

language

is the

language of a rite

significant spiritual event which include

which

world and

they left behind.

histrumentation. Data Collection, and Vahdation

The instrumentation for this
of the

participants of the

Educational

study was

1992 joumey to the

Opportunities,

an

interview with each

Holy Land with

hic. The interview

guide was developed

by the researcher. Using other research on the proper methodology
for the

use

of the interview, I

all open ended

questions.

At the

researcher rewrote the third
remove

It

several

the

was

guide using

suggestion of the readers, the

question in the

interview

guide to

resubmitted to readers and then the researcher selected

people to test the

interviews

same

interview whom had joumeyed to the

company but

on a

Holy

different occasion. The pre

helped the researcher focus upon the answers

those interviewed and aided in

fication

interview

possibility of bias.

Land with the
test

developed the

of

developing follow-up and clari

questions.

The interviews with the pretest group
October to test the interview

guide

and

was

ensure

conducted in mid-

the interview

Phillips

questions were clear and easy to understand.
researcher wanted to
ended

enough to allow the participants the

questions given to them.

findings

The

of the pretest group with the

they answered the questions
view process

freedom

in the

subjects

same

ease

to answer

the

study confirmed the

and freedom

from the interview

they has

as

The inter

guide.

appeared to allow the participants to freely share what

they believed was

asked

interviewer. Care

was

to remove the bias as

by the question without a bias

taken when the interview

much

as

were

from the

guide was written

possible which would aid in receiv

ing the answers the researcher was looking to receive.
interviews

time the

questions would be open

that the main

ensure

At the
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conducted in the

same manner as

The

the pretest

interview's, the question guide was strictly adhered to, and those
involved
to

the

throughout the process appeared to understand and relate

opened questions with ease.
The collection of the data

of a letter to the

was

accomplished with the sending

twenty-four individuals who were from the Win

chester District. This letter contained

an

explanation of the study

and asked them to take part in the

study.

The letter

October 30, 1994. Folow up calls

began on November 15,

was

mailed

on

1994 to

make

appointments with the fourteen subjects willing to participate

in the

study.

Each of the

subjects

was

interviewed between Dec

ember 10 1994, and December 21, 1994.
made

during
The

Tape recordings

were

the interviews.

narratives, which are included in the appendix of the

Phillips
study, were used to

test the

significant number of the

validity

fourteen

experiences, then the findings

of the

If there

findings.

was a

shared

subjects verifying the

of the
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study would be significant.

Therefore, the validity of this study was established intemally.
The narratives confirm this

and renewed
their

spiritual

deepening relationship with God

life. Ten of the

subjects

of this

study reported

relationship with God had been deepened and their spiritual

life renewed because of their joumey to the

Holy Land.

In the narrative nine of the fourteen shared that the joumey

had affected the

reading

and the

The number of responses
a

reported in the study shows that there was

impact upon the reading

which

was

understanding of the scriptures.

and

understanding of the scriptures

important, but not quite as significant as

recorded upon their

Holy Land stated

assured and confirmed because of their joumey.

was

There appears to be

some sense

who joumeyed, but the

impact as

impact

relationship with God.

Seven of the fourteen who traveled to the

their faith

the

other

areas

of assurance

given to

some

of those

study showed this was not as significant an

affected

by the joumey.

Ten of the fourteen individual accounts of spiritual events that
had taken
than just

place in the Holy Land.

a

tour.

the God of the
the

area

It had become

scriptures.

of this research

functioned

as a

a

To them it had become

pilgrimage

The joumey had

question.

a

~

an

more

encounter with

tremendous

impact ui

The data suggests this

pilgrimage for a majority of the subjects.

joumey

Phillips
Twelve of the fourteen individuals recalled
or

event which held

event

a

very

special memory

particular place

for them. This

was an

significant spiritually, they would be able to recall it after

so

two years. Because such

responded in the

same

a

significant number of individuals

manner, the

of modem United Methodists

experiences

of past

When the

study concluded the experiences

pilgrims were congment with the

pilgrims.

study examined the responses

concerning rite of passage,
tives

a
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of the individuals

it found thirteen of the fourteen

narra

speak about the affects of liminality upon them while in the

Holy Land.

Either

through the

life

changing possibilities

of the time

in the

Holy Land or the special community which developed among

them,

a

bonding and change occurred in thirteen of the fourteen

subjects.

joumey

The data

functioned

Holy Land.

strongly supported the conclusion that this
as a

rite of passage for those who traveled to the

Phillips
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CHAPTER 4

Findings of the Study
Research

Based upon their

Question

personal narratives,

emporary United Methodists affected

1

in what ways

were con-

by a ten day spiritual pil-

rimage to the Holy Land?
The narratives revealed three

areas

in which the joumey to the

Holy Land affected the United Methodists
District: their

relationship with God, their reading and understand

ing of the Bible,
Their

from the Winchester

and their

sense

of Christian Assurance.

Relationship with God
The

tives in

following are the pUgrims

own

words based

on

the

narra

Appendix C, concerning how this joumey affected their

relationship with God:
"I believe that my

relationship with God is

have been drawn closer to God and that I
to

am

closer. I feel I

drawing myself closer

God, seeking God out" (N 8).i
"I feel my

spiritual life has been touched by God and my

relationship with God is
"The

closer than it had been before"

(N 7).

depth of my relationship with God seems deeper to me

now

since my joumey. Because of my joumey to Israel my faith has

been

deepened.

'(N 1)

..etc. will denote the

It has made

me more aware

narrative from which the quote

of the presence of the

was

taken from

Appendix C.

Phillips
Lord"
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(N 1).
"It has increased my

understanding of the scriptures

and

deepened my relationship with God" (N 5).
"This has been

because it has
worked

"My spiritual
Israel. It has been

life"

significant event in my spiritual

for

me was

very

life

Seeing that place were God has

special" (N 9).

life has become much better since my joumey to
a

very

significant spiritual

event in my

spiritual

(N 1 1).

"Everything
very

very

late in my life.

come

everything

a

seems

to be

important part of my life,

relationship with God.
life"

spiritual

"The

I

can

more

personal

and it has

feel him

a

and this has been

a

deep impact upon my

working in new ways

in my

(N 13).

trip to the Holy Land gave me a totally different per

spective in my life.
with God and has

This joumey has

strengthened my relationship

helped in my personal relationship with him" (N

14).
"I

was

in the land where it all

happened.

It

was a

deep

spiritual experience for me" (N 2).
"But the joumey to the

spiritual

Holy Land has really helped me in my

life. Sometimes it is hard to put into words what God has

done and continues to do in my life because of my joumey to Israel.

This has been
We

are

a

veiy

told

pilgrim deeply.

significant spiritual event in my life" (N 6).

through this joumey

This encounter has

God has encountered each

deepened their relationship with

Phillips
God and
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consequently has significantly affected their spiritual life.

Through the work of God in the Holy Land they have become more
aware

of God's work and presence in their

language used by the mdividuals

describes the

experience has had on their spiritual
the Lord upon her life while in the
his

spiritual

life. The

deep impact this

life. One shares the touch of

Holy Land.

Another

speaks

of

being drawn to God.
The

spectives

deeper relationship with God has resulted in new per
for the

hving of the spiritual life.

understanding of how to live out life

The joumey gave

in that renewed

a new

relationship

with God. The encounter with God has become the foundation
upon which the

living out of the remainder of her spiritual life rests.

Reading and Understanding the Scriptures
The

scriptures record the accounts

nation of Israel, the life of Jesus, and the
of the
and

pilgrims to

Israel had

a

Appendix C

The

on a

regular basis.

I've

early church.

The joumey

impact upon their reading

following excerpts

describe this

"Before I went to Israel I read the
Lord

through the

tremendous

understanding the scriptures.

narratives found in

of God's work

impact:

scriptures, read about the

always believed what I read and heard.

The Lord has been real in my heart. But after the
seem

to have

a more

real life

"I understand the

it

trip to

Israel you

experience" (N 1).

scriptures

farming and the people,

from the

better. When

helped me

to

we

talked about

understand their way of life

Phillips
and

see

it better. It

in

really opened to me

a new

way the
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teachings

ofChrist"(N2).
"After

it

being there, seeing the land and the people,

my Christian walk because it has

given me a different understand

ing of the scriptures because the places
"The Bible is

changed

opened up to me

are now

alive to me"

(N 5).

in ways that couldn't have been

opened before I went to the Holy Land" (N 6).
"The

all the

trip brought

things

I have read and leamed

throughout the years together" (N 8).
"My reading

and

this joumey. Now I

preaching have been enhanced because of

can

share this with others

because I

was

"When

there"

shared in this

can

visualize it

(N 10).

people talk about the Bible and the places

happened, you can see and feel it.
there"

and

Holy Land" (N 9).

passage is read from the Bible I

a

scriptures

something I could not have

~

way before I went to the

"When

visualize the events of the

You

can

tell

them,

it all

yes, I've been

(N 13).
"Now I

am

reading

The narratives

scriptures

a

devotional in the

speak of the scriptures coming alive.

have become

more

meaningfiil and personal.

is open to the readers because
the Bible

speaks about.

to visualize the

joumey.

moming" (N 14).

places

they have

seen

those

The Bible

places

Those interviewed talked about

The

to which

being able

and events of the Bible because of their

Phillips
Their

preconceived understanding of the places

Bible

were

both

scriptures they can
joumey

see

the events and

and events of the

When

challenged and reinforced.
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they read the

in their minds. The

places

increased their interest in reading and

studying

the

scriptures.
This enabled the students of the Bible to better understand the

circumstances
them to

surrounding the events

scriptures.

It

helps

keep in perspective the Biblical accounts when reading

personal growth and the teaching
increased interest and
the

of the

of the

scriptures to others.

understanding of the scriptures

also

for

The

helps

ui

deepening of their relationship with God.

Christian Assurance
The narratives from

Appendix C reflected

a sense

of peace

given to those who joumeyed to the Holy Land.

and

assurance

The

following statements
"My faith has

reflect this:

become

more aware

of the presence of the Lord"

(Nl).
"Before my joumey to the

ing book to me,

and yet in the

Holy Land,

me

there

what you leam and

was a

a

liv

Holy Land I experienced a very deep

ening, personal meaning because the things
came alive in a new way for me" (N 2).
"For

the Bible had been

I leamed and believed

lot of wonderment. You wonder about

read, and

some

things

are

hard to see, hard to

depict. Seeing the Holy Land makes things more visible.

It

brought

Phillips
into

reality for me the things

I had leamed^'. (N

"The joumey reassured my
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7).

faith, which was strong and

sure

already, but it really made me think about my faith" (N12).
"I

was

where Jesus

really moved when I walked in the tomb and
lay.

It confirmed for

me

reality of what the Bible

the

said about Jesus' death and resurrection"
"I feel his closeness to

me

in

"It has made the faith I have

and

and

exciting way" (N 14).

to have become

more

real

deeper than before" (N 8).
Christian

ist

(N 13).

a new
come

saw

heritage.

places

of the

assurance

is

The narratives

a

important part of our United Method

speak of the

encounter with God and the

scriptures reassuring and confirming their faith.

Seeing the tomb where Jesus was laid, being on the
where Jesus

taught,

Lord worked out

and

our

Sea of Galilee

seeing those historical places where the

salvation, deeply touched the subject's spiritual

bring to their faith reassurance.

hves in such

a

"Blessed

they that do not see and yet believe" (John 20:29

are

way

as

to

Jesus

said,

RSV). But, they have been given deeper assurance beicause they
believed and now have

seen.

Research

Does the joumey to the

Question

2

Holy Land function as

a

tour

or as a

pilgrimage?
The concept of the

pilgrimage

typical Protestant Christian. Yet,

is

foreign to the thinking of the

could what

was

planned as

a

tour

Phillips
really function as
not

recognize
When

that

it

a

as

pilgrimage even though the participants

would

such?

looked at the individual accounts,

we

discovered

we

although they did not use the language of pilgrimage, that is

fact, what it was. The following
"It is not like

a
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trip,

in

statements reflect this:

in which after six months you

forget about it"

(N2).
"The

Holy Land

"I believe

seemed

so

sacred while there"

(N 5).

nobody can go to the Holy Land without being

changed and touched after you had been there" (N 9)
"I

spent two years in Germany and traveled

the most

much"

significant thing

I've done in my

a

lot, but this is

life, it has helped me

(Nil).

'This

trip

to Israel

ience and be affected

"...this

was

my first time there

by the Holy Land.

my past and my faith"

It tied

as a

me

religious

exper

much closer to

(N 12).

experience has

allowed the Lord to work in

ways in my life. I know that I would like to go to the

again,

so

and I would encourage others to go also"

"My joumey to the Holy Land has
situation in which Jesus lived in his

made

day.

thankful for what God has done for me"

special

Holy Land

(N 6).

me aware

It has made

of the

me

very

(N 8)

"Seeing the Holy Land makes things more visible, brought
into reality for me things I had leamed, because I could begin to see
things

I had been

taught and read about" (N 7)

Phillips
"I

thought you would have

Holy Land,

but I found

beginning to
"I

was

flow"

a

some

strange feeling while in the

subtle

deeper,
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meaning,

like

a

deep river

(N 1).

in the land where Jesus walked. It

was a

deep spiritual

experience for me" (N 2).
The narratives tell

religious experience

experience

us

this joumey

for those who went.

in terms of itinerary

would describe

a

was a

tour.

or

very

meaningful

They did not describe this

sight seeing as the normal tourist

They described this joumey as

a

religious

experience. They understood this joumey to have been a very
significant religious

event in their lives. Even those who did not

know what to expect, other than

a

tour,

deeply moved by the

were

religious experience they encountered.
The narratives
of the joumey

as a

are

the

a

which resulted in

spiritual renewal

see
a

ed to the

can

are

the

as a

Question

experiences

was a

joumey

Methodists who joumeyed to the

a

pilgrimage.

3

of past

Holy Land with the experiences

be

ordinary tour to

profound encounter with the scriptures,

event best understood

congment

was no

artifacts and shrines. This

Research
How

This

speak

language used to

joumey had on each individual

religious pilgrimage.

Holy Land to

The

religious pilgrimage.

convey the meamng this

interpreted as

full of events and encounters which

of

pilgrims

who joumey

contemporary United

Holy Land?

Phillips
What about the modem

who joumeyed to the
the

powerhally and wonderfully?

indicate this is the
"When

Nativity,

there

in Bethlehem,

large

were
a

was

special

Christmas at home and how

we

told this amount of snow

following

statements

entered the church of the
When

falling.

singing

for

we

entered the

"O Little Town of

because it reminded

me

me

envision the manger scene, and

was

not normal. It

was

of

we

like, just for

experience for me was when we visited

the house of Caiaphas. I remember
to the

house and

trial. It

was a

knowing that Jesus

very

was

was

led down the

It

was

being very impressed.

portion of the path Jesus

the way to the cross"

very

path for his

meaningful

for

brought to trial" (N 5).

standing on the walk above

the Via Delorosa and

urbed

looking down the path that led

lonely looking path.

to stand where Jesus

"I remember

on

did

"(N 2).
"The most memorable

me

as

Holy Land also touches

as we

snowflakes

group of people

Bethlehem", and this

me

The

experiences tell,

case:

we were

church, there was

were

Do their

accounts in which the

early pilgrims,

them

like those United Methodist

pilgrim,

Holy Land?
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the

Here

original piece of
was an

undist

walked the final time in Jemsalem

( N 7).

"We walked down the Mount of Olives to the Garden of Gethsemene

and the

experience of walking

salem in front of you

was

walked this way to the

very

garden

down the mount with Jem

moving.

I remembered that Jesus

and then to the

city during his

last

Phillips
week

earth.

on

walking

Looking

I

was

around and

was

the

naum was

valley into Jerusalem,

was

moving" (N 8).

very

experience

Jesus' joumeys

the Sea of Gahlee. I could also

on

and

at the Sea of Galilee and the town of Caper

able to visualize and

the synagogue at

there"

across

down the hill like Jesus did

"The first
naum.

out
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Capemaum to teach.

impressive to me as

we

Jesus

see

entering

The synagogue at

stood in

Caper

it, knowing Jesus taught

(N 9).
"The greatest

of Galilee.

Being there on the boat and on the water,

also sailed and

experience

experience for me was when we were on the

for

preached on the

me

to be out

Seeing

was a

there in the boat"

"The most memorable

landed in Israel and

It

same sea.

where Christ

veiy

powerful

(N 1).

experience for me was

began the drive from Tel

Sea

the

day we

Aviv to Jemsalem.

Jemsalem for the first time from the outskirts while the

scriptures were read about going up to the city of Jemsalem was
very

special to me" (Nil).
"The most memorable

actually getting to

see

about them and it

was

to have

a

they were

very

"There

special

was

were

almost

two

me

in the

Holy Land was

to

see

them. It

was

a

also

lot

exciting

who could read and translate the actual

going to the Dead

found

for

the Dead Sea Scrolls. I have heard

guide with us

scrolls. Then

experience

Sea and

visiting the place where

beyond imagination" (N 12).

places

that

were

special

for

me.

The first

Phillips
was

at

Saint Peter's Church where

was

there in the events that led up to his death. The second
was

memorable for

me was

the Garden Tomb. I

when I walked in the tomb and

for

me

the

saw

reality of what the Bible

resurrection"

where Jesus

an

was

really moved

lay

It confirmed

them. It is obvious from their

that the

pilgrims,

we can see

impressive impact on each of them.

person could not go to the

joumey,

place that

(N 13).

of the Bible had
a

almost

said about Jesus' death and

From these accounts of modem

that

I could

Caiaphas' house was.

almost feel the trial and torture of Jesus. I felt like I
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the land

Each stated

Holy Land without it touching

own

accounts, two years after their

Holy Land touched them in a special way.

It doesn't matter how the

experience was expressed,

or

the

century in which the pilgrimage to the Holy Land occurred, the

experience was

similar for everyone whose joumey was

expression of their piety.

The narratives of ancient

an

pilgrims

like

Paula, Egeria and the others express their unique experience of

encountering God in the Holy Land.

The narratives of those who

joumeyed to the Holy Land in February of 1992,
words of the
very

same

The

their

Different

times, yet an unforgettable

encounter

God.

early narratives

sense

speak in their

experience of encountering God in the Holy Land in a

special way

with the

also

of awe in the

from

pilgrims to the Holy Land describe

Holy Land. They remembered the feet of

Jesus had walked upon this

same

ground and their souls

were

Phillips
moved.

They

sensed that the

holy ground because
narratives of past

through them all

ground where they were standing was

God had

pilgrims,

graced it with his

the

common

is the encounter of God in this

They speak of their encounter with God in this
site of the house of Caiaphas,

almost

being able to feel the trail

speaks

of being at the synagogue in

Jesus

entering into it to preach.

effect, being

on a

boat

he remembered this

on

was

presence, hi the

thread which

The narratives of these United Methodist

being at the
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runs

special place.
are no

different.

land. One

speaks

seeing the dungeon,

of

and

and torture of Jesus. Another

Capemaum and almost seeing

Another talks about the

powerful

the Sea of Galilee had upon him because

the

same

sea, where Jesus sailed and

taught.
The narratives
held

together by the

places

speak of encountering the Holy.
same

elements. The

and stories written in the

ficant, spiritual

passage for the

events in their lives.

Then

a

rite of

pilgrim?

phases; separation,

begins

Question 4

pilgrimage to the Holy Land function as

The rite of passage is

event

subjects spoke of the

scriptures becoming very signi

Research

Does the

Each story is

as a

comes

limen

an

or

event which has three

marginality,

and

separation from the normal,
the second

phase,

distinctive

aggregation.

The

cultural condition.

the liminal

experience,

where

Phillips
the person,

separated from cultural norms, exists

there is the

possibility of community, renewal

Because

one

in

and

a
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place where

spiritual growth.

is free of the shackles of daily life there exists the

possibility of interaction in the new setting which can bring about
change and renewal.
the
one

The frnal

community one left.
brings

the

As

experiences

phase is aggregation or the retum to

one

re-enters the old communal

of the joumey with its

influence into the routine of normal
Does the

There

were a

ists who

renewing

everyday life.

pilgrimage of today function as a rite of passage?

number of statements made

were

life,

interviewed which

by those United Method

speak the language of rite of

passage.
The

beginning of the rite of passage

is the

separation of the

person from their normal life and culture. The joumey to Israel
a

physical separation,

normal routine which
enter the next

"The

but it also served

as a

was

separation from the

provided the opportunity for the pilgrim to

stage. Consider the following

statements:

trip to the Holy Land gave me a totally different per

spective in my life.
and went to the

I wasn't

Holy Land.

a

nice person before I joined church

It has been

a

wonderfiil

experience

in

mylife"(N 14).
"It
a

causes

perspective

was a

very

(N12).

you to take

a

serious look at your Christian life from

I don't think you will

get here in the United States. It

moving experience in my life,

a

very

special moment"

Phillips
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"Being there on the boat and on the water, where Christ also
sailed and

preached on that

experience

for

"One

me

to be out

same sea.
on

the

sea

It

was a

very

in the boat"

powerful

(N 1).

experience I remember was going and seeing the people

armed. You hear how violent it is here at home and when you get

there it didn't appear to be so"
"The Bible is

( N 3).

opened to me in ways

that couldn't have been

opened to me before I went to the Holy Land" (N 6).
"This

experience

trip to Israel was my first time there as
and be affected

a

religious

by the Holy Land" (N 12).

"Seeing that place where God has worked everything for me
was

very
We

was

very

special" (N 9).
can

conclude from these narratives that

going to

Israel

significant for each person. They understood this

separation from their normal

life to be

a

very

important part of the

experience. They uisist that only in the Holy Land could such an
experience have happened to them.
first stage of the Rite of Passage,

place in life, was
Liminality,

an

The narratives indicate that the

leaving their normal culture and

important part of this joumey

the second stage of a Rite of Passage offers the

possibility of significant potential change and new communal bonds
among those who traveled to Israel because of this
our

normal life. The narratives reflect the liminal

spiritual

lives of the

pilgrims

"The whole joumey

in the

was

following

separation from

experience

in the

statements:

very memorable to

me.

I would say

Phillips
that the whole joumey

was

very

moving,

it

was
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all kind of

spectacular" (N 10).
"The first time is like your first taste of ice cream"

"This joumey has been
tremendous lift to my

a

spiritual

(N 4).

special time in my life and a

very

life. Sometimes it

can

be hard to

put

into words what God has done and continues to do in my life be
cause

of my joumey to Israel. This has been

spiritual event in my life.
couldn't have been

The Bible is

a

very

significant

opened to me in ways that

opened before I went to the Holy Land"(N 6).

"It has made what I have

come

to know

more

real, deeper than

before. I would say that this has been

a

very

significant event in my

life. I have found that this is

a

very

special time, but one

spiritual

that is hard to

share, in that it is hard to put into words the exper

ience that I have had"

"My spiritual
have become
"You

more

get

a

life is much better since my joumey to Israel. I

involved in my

different

your Christian life

"The

church"(N 1 1).

perspective when you are over there

about

here"(N 12).

trip to the Holy Land gave me a totally different

perspective in my life.
me

(N 8).

It is hard to

because of my joumey to the

explain what has happened to

Holy Land.

It has

changed me

knowing I have walked where Jesus waIked"(N 2).
"This is my first
new

experience

Christian and I have

before the joumey.

no

for

church

me on a

trip

like this. I

am a

background from ten years

Listening to others

was

helpful to me" (N 3).

Phillips
"A very
serve

very

inspirational time was the opportunity with N.

communion in the Garden Tomb

special

in that

for

me

this

area.

The

to

experience was

time, serving communion with each of you

special place" ( N 4).

"I also

enjoyed the singing that we did as

in Saint Anne's Church and the Church of the
"The second memory

and
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we

was

a

group,

Nativity" (N 6).

when I visited the Garden Tomb

all took communion while there. This had
to me"

meaning

"I also

especially

a

very

special

(N 7).

enjoyed the special fellowship we had as

a

group in the

Holy Land" (N 8).
The liminal
the

phase of the Rite of Passage experience provides

possibility for community among the initiates

change and renewal.

The narratives

and

significant

provided insight into the

changes brought about because of their joumey to the Holy Land.
is evident from the passages

life

changing event.

In the

they believed they had experienced a

Holy Land there was provided the

opportunity for encounter and renewal.
pilgrims

It

The narratives tell

understood the time spent in the

Holy Land as

a

us

the

life

changing event.
Not

only was

brought by the

the liminal

phase evident through changes

divine encounter, fiirther

accounts which

speak

of communitas

proof is provided by the

(community)

within the group who joumeyed to Israel. Real

and

bonding

community

developed which accepted each person and their experiences

while

Phillips
in the

Holy Land.
The final stage in the Rite of Passage is

community.
a
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This

reaggregation includes

result of the liminal

in the

subjects

going to Israel.

a

provided by the

Holy Land indicate the

lives because of this

"The joumey has had

heart since

change in the person as

The narratives

experience.

United Methodists who joumeyed to the

changes

a

reaggregation into the

experience:

tremendous effect upon my

You

are

life, in my

different after you have gone to

Israel, it is hard to explain" (N 1).
"But the joumey to the

spiritual

life" (N

Holy Land has really helped me in my

6).

"I have found that this has been

is hard to put into words the
"There is

no

special time,

I have had"

comparison in my spiritual walk
It has

because I have been there"

(N 13).

in that, it

(N 8).

since my

changed my Christian walk

life has become much better since my joumey to

"My spiritual

Nothing can compare to the trip spiritually than going to

Israel. It has been
"I feel my

a

very

spiritual

relationsliip with God is
"After being there,

significant event in my life" (N 1 1).
life has been touched

closer"

of the

scriptures

seeing the

"The

because the

by God and my

(N 7).

my Christian walk because it has

ing

very

experiences

joumey to the Holy Land.

Israel.

a

land and the

given me

places

are

a

people,

it

changed

different understand

alive"

(N 5)

trip to the Holy Land gave me a totally different

Phillips
perspective
to

because of my joumey to the

me

more

in my life. It is hard to
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explain what has happened
Holy Land.

It has made

me

outgoing, meeting people and seeing people in a different

way. I

am

seeing more of a willingness

to reach out and

help

people" (N 14).
The United Methodists who joumeyed to the
retumed and found their lives had been

teU

us

of the

willing
ing to

meaningful.

pilgrims

functioned

summarizes this
you set

spiritual

life has been renewed

relationship with God is growing and vibrant.

their homes and

be very

Their narratives

changes. They are more involved in church and more

to share their faith. Their

and their

changed.

Holy Land

daily lives, they have found this joumey to

This indicates that the
as a

experiences

are

of these

Rite of Passage. One of the narratives

quite well,

"There

are

certain times in your life

apart. When you graduate, when you have

when you

In retum-

married. This joumey is the

important event in my life" (N 2).

same

a

child, and

way. It

was a

very

Phillips
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CHAPTERS

Summary and Conclusion
Summary
This
age to the

study sought to measure the impact of a ten day pilgrim

Holy Land upon a

Winchester District of the

group of United Methodists from the

Virginia Annual

the joumey two years after the fact should
term

impact of such a joumey,

Holy Land after two years

indicated this

Looking at

give the lasting, long

if there has been any at all.

The narratives indicated the
the

Conference.

spiritual impact of the joumey to

is still

strong. All of the narratives

meaningfiil and awesome joumey for the

was a

participants.

Twelve of the fourteen persons interviewed said this

joumey was

very

are

significant for their Christian life.

concemed with the

and their

ing

spiritual life,

of the

scriptures,

The narratives

These

findings

following areas; their relationship with God
Christian Assurance, the

and the

reading and study

pilgrimage as rite of passage.

spoke of a significant impact upon their re

lationship with God. They believed God personally touched them
a

special way in the Holy Land. They interpreted this event as

encounter with God in which God drew them closer to

continues to draw them into
also

interpreted this

feel their

event

as

a

in

an

himself, and

deeper relationship with him. They

significant in their spiritual

life.

They

spiritual life, the living out of their relation with God, has

been affected

significantly because of their experience

in the

Holy

Phillips
Land.

They believe

this has been substantive and

enhancing their spiritual
where Jesus

lived, died,

to their faith.

understood this

was

scriptures.

experience as

them and gave them

The

and

in

experience of seeing those places

resurrected

brought an

assurance

They believed this experience brought renewed life to

their faith and the

assurance

life. The

powerful
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that

participants

one

in which God

assurance.

comes

of this joumey

The

Not

came

to each of

empirical proof, but the

through being present with God.

participants believed this joumey has had a significant

impact upon their reading, understanding and sharing

of the

scriptures. They shared how the scriptures have come

alive because

they have experienced what they have read by being
Land. When

in the

Holy

they read the scriptures, they can envision the place

and time of the

scriptures,

scriptures to them
confirmed those

in

new

and God
ways.

uses

this

experience to open the

Through this joumey God has

things they have read and leamed.

The empty

tomb, the hill Golgotha, and the Sea of Galilee, and the other places
of the Bible have

brought to them a renewed assurance regarding

their faith.
Was this

joumey a tour or a pilgrimage?

of those who joumeyed to the
as a

Holy Land,

it could

only be described

pilgrimage. They speak the pilgrimage language of a spiritual

ly significant event in their life.
a

From the narratives

It

was

not

a

sight seeing event,

spiritual joumey as they walked the land of the Bible.

participants

tell the story of the

but

Each of the

spiritual significance of this joumey.

Phillips
They could not comprehend someone going to the Holy Land
not

being

a

of passage. The narratives reflect

it did function

as an

narratives
was

we can

indeed

a

pilgrimage was

language which is

rite

a

consistent with

For the individuals

this

on

opportunity, separated from their

cultural norms, for renewal and

this

find the

understanding of the rite of passage.

joumey,

and it

spiritual joumey.

Through the narratives we also
the
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change.

conclude for the

reading the

majority of those on the joumey

time of change and

All of the narratives in this

From

spiritual renewal.

study speak about their relation

ship with God before and since their joumey to the Holy Land.
Twelve of the fourteen interviewed for this

study indicated the

joumey to the Holy Land had a significant impact upon their

relationship with God. They indicated God has
and become

more

personal

to them in the

drawn them closer

spiritual

event called

a

pilgrimage.
They do not discount their relationship with God prior to the

joumey,

but

God because

they do believe the joumey has brought them closer to
they were in the Holy Land,

the God of the Bible
individuals

on

hi the land of the

Bible,

personally and significantly touched the

the joumey. From their

experience each of them

perceive God and the relationship they have with him as deeper and
more

personal then before the joumey. They believe God is

uing to draw them closer and
which is there.

further

contin

strengthening the relationship

Phillips
Theologically, the whole of the Christian
a

upon

renewed and

life is

growing relationship with God.

significant because it is perceived by the pilgrim as
renewal and
a

dependent
This event is
time of

deepening of their relationship with God,

and therefore

renewal of their Christian life.

The individuals also indicated
was

is

a
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they believe their spiritual

significantly affected by the joumey to Israel.

our

living out of our relationship with God.

ciling work of Christ is
neighbor.

Here

we

creation. In their

concemed with the

live out the

spiritual

It is here the

life

recon

relationship with our

relationship we have with God in

understanding of the spiritual life, they have

shared in their narratives of a very
made

The

life

powerfiil and positive impact

by the joumey to the Holy Land.
The narratives do tell

spiritual

us

about

life. The first is in the

some

specific areas

of the

reading, studying and sharing

of the

The

pilgrims read and studied the scriptures before their
trip, but now they speak of reading and seeing the scriptures in a
scriptures.

new

light because they have seen and experienced the places

scriptures. They have
visited the

the Sea of Galilee where Jesus

places where Jesus healed,

synagogue at

the

seen

Capemaum.

In other

a new

way because

today the scriptures

are

taught,

and been in the mins of the

words, the land and history of

scriptures have spoken strongly to them.

alive in

of the

they have

seen

The

the

scriptures are

Holy Land.

Even

bemg opened to them afi-esh because

of their

Phillips
envision what is read and heard,

joumey. They are able to
the

scriptures

to invite the reader into the

insightful reading

subjects
affects

and

our

and their faith with others

knowledge the

spiritual life, which,

in tum

speak of the sharing about the joumey
as a

result of their joumey to the

Being more open to God makes

people.

the

relationship with God and one another.

Some narratives also

Land.

causing

story. Therefore, this

understanding impacts

have about God and their
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As God becomes

more

them

real and

more

Holy

open to other

important in the subjects

lives, they want to share with others what God

Understanding the scriptures and becoming

can

do for them also.

comfortable with them

through this joumey increased their ability to

share with others the

message of God's love.
The narratives also
renewal in their

speak about renewal

and

change.

relationship with God and their spiritual

The

life

happened because the Holy Land joumey gave the subjects a unique
opportunity to change, which they carried back to their lives in the
United States. There

are

the Protestant Church.

passage.

Baptism and confirmation are rites

Through a rite

person is in

a new

other rites of passage within the context of

of passage old ways

are

of

changed and the

relationship with the community.

Each of the

pilgrims spoke of this new relationship that was brought about in
their life by this joumey to the Holy Land. It was an opportunity
for

change and renewal

Because the

pilgrimage

and the narratives
functions

as a

speak of such change.

rite of passage, it

provides

a

Phillips
unique opportunity of renewal

and
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growth in the Christian life.

Conclusions

Within the field of spiritual fomiation and the Christian life,
understand

study has

ing

of the Christian life itself The Protestant movement intemal-

ized the

several

The first is in

this

spiritual

implications.

our

life to the exclusion of the richness of extemal

components. Aiter all,

we are

matter,

part of creation. God chose

a

to work in creation and still works within creation. The church

needs to

recognize that the

and extemal

Christian joumey includes both intemal

aspects.

Secondly,
the event called

in the

area

of spiritual formation, there exists within

pilgrimage possibilities

encounter with God.

Pilgrims

themselves to God, thus

can use

for renewal

this

by God and

opportunity to give

allowing him to bring them growth.

Pro

spiritual formation needs to examine the benefits of such a
spiritual discipline and embrace, as did Ignatius of Loyola, the

testant

pilgrimage as a spiritual exercise for the Christian life.
Thirdly, in understanding the pilgrimage as rite of passage,
the church
shown

us

can

assimilate the model,

Mathias Zahniser has

in the ritual of Baptism, in other

which relate to the
continue its
upon the

as

spiritual life.

study of the rite

areas

of the church

The Christian church needs to

of passage and the

impact it can have

spiritual life of its people.

The joumey to the

Holy Land

should take full

advantage

of its

Phillips
natural movement
and

sending out,

as

rite of passage.

the church

can

Using
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services of dedication

emphasize the importance of

separation from the community for spiritual renewal.
While in the

ritual and
to

Holy Land, the joumey can be

spiritual disciplines

commune

with God. The

to aid the

use

structure would encourage

communion in the upper

pilgrims

of rituals and

pilgrim in experiencing the places

in the

in their endeavor

scripture can aid the

The

or a

and solitude in the Garden of Gethsemene offer

a

sharing of

garden tomb setting,

service of healing at the Pool of Bethsaida,

such

using

and events of the Bible. Such

spiritual renewal.

room or

structured

a

period of silence
possibilities

for

opportunities.
Upon the retum of the pilgrim to the community a

coming home
ion into the

could be

community

service of

incorporated to emphasize their reaggregat
This could focus upon their

spiritual

joumey and provide opportunity during the service for the sharing of
experiences by the pilgrims. The community should also provide
opportunity for ministry by those who joumeyed which will allow
for the continued

sharing of this joumey.

Previous studies in the
have been concemed

area

of pilgrimage and rite of passage

with the theoretical

development and
implementation than with the experiential(anthropological) issues
of the pilgrimage. This study provides, through its narratives, the
experiences

of the

more

pilgrim and how that relates to the theoretical

work of pilgrimage and rite of passage. Morinis is

quoted

in the
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review of the literature

of the concept and
reached

This

as

stating,

of theologians

study has provided a

look at the

the 20fh century concept of the
The

"What is needed is further studies

This is the conclusion

practice of pilgrimages."

by a gathering

experiences
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concerning the pilgrimage.
within

experience of pilgrims

pilgrimage.

recorded in the narratives

are

those of United

Methodists from the Winchester District of the United Methodist

Church in

Of the

Virginia.

thirty-two who joumeyed to the Holy

Land, fourteen participated in the study. Ten lived in other parts of
the United States
for this

a

sex,

as

did not fall under the parameters of the

subject group.

minorities,
than

or

so

it cannot

white male
well

as

or

the

This

study did not include any ethnic

speak to the experience of someone other

female. It did

setting

cross

the

boundary of age and

and size of the churches

within the Winchester District. This
many different

study

represented

study also used one of the

companies which offer joumeys to the Holy Land.

These, therefore, place constraints upon the scope of this study

as

it

relates to the church. Its scope is Caucasian United Methodists from
the Winchester District who joumeyed to Israel with Educational

Opportunities, Inc.

The congmency of the

of the past with these United Methodists

experience of pilgrims

pilgrims raises

the

possibility that the pilgrimage could be representative of the
experiences
Land.

of all Protestant Christians who joumey to the

And, the spiritual affect of the joumey

raises the

possibility the pilgrimage could be

as a
a

Holy

rite of passage

useful

spiritual
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for Protestant Christians within the field of spiritual

study did show the pilgrimage could
very powerful Christian experience for spiritual growth,

formation. Therefore, this
become

a

especially when we take advantage of its rite of passage
characteristics.

expected to find some impact upon the spiritual lives of
those who joumeyed to the Holy Land. Being on the joumey with
I

this group, I

was

surprised at the extent of the impact upon the lives
I knew the effect it has had

of these

pilgrims.

not

if this would be the

sure

case

on

my

life, but I was

in the lives of the others I

interviewed. I foimd for this group who joumeyed to the

the

Holy Land

impact of such a joumey was deeper than I had thought it would

be, especially after the

joumey.

amount of time which had

I also did not

elapsed since the

expect to find that twelve of the fourteen

people in the group had been so deeply effected by their joumey to
the Holy Land. There were two who seemed not to be as affected by
the joumey

as

the other twelve. The individuals in narratives 3 and

reported the joumey was an interesting and memorable trip, but
they do not report the same deep spiritual experiences of the other
10

twelve. From the data
make

a

proper

analysis

provided by the study,
of this

I

was

not be able to

findings.

significant proportion of the subjects in this study
had been affected in such a significant manner, the study concluded
Because

this

was a

a

significant spiritual event in their lives

as

it

was

in mine.
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Recommendations

There is

pilgrims
tinued
of the

as a

so

much to be leamed

result of a

pilgrimage. First, there needs to be con

study with the experiences of modem pilgrims.

pilgrim's experiences

meaning and impact

of

concerning the experiences

such

in the

Holy Land enables

joumey has

the

The
to

us

sharing
see

the

life.

By
studying the impact of these Holy Land joumeys we can gain a
a

on

spiritual

greater understanding of the pilgrimage model of rite of passage
and

possibility incorporate it in the fields

Christian education and

of spiritual

worship.

Second, The Protestant church needs
age

as a means

formation.

to consider the

pilgrim

of balancing the extemal and intemal aspects of re

ligion. Studying the pilgrimage and its impact upon the spiritual
life

might give to the Protestant Church a balance in its understand

ing of the Christian life and its joumey.

There

always

seems

to be

a

stmggle in understanding the inner spiritual life and its relationship
to the world and matter. An

and

appreciation for God's

through creation could be

a

work both in

beneficial result of such

study.

The

study of the pilgrimage might provide the format for an in-depth
look at the intemal and extemal
in Protestant

Churches, helping

understanding of the Christian faith
us

to

recover

those

legitimate

religious experiences removed from religious life through the overzealous influence of the Protestant Reformation.

Third, the pilgrimage itself needs

to be restmctured to allow

its natural stmcture of rite of passage to be utilized to its maximum
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pilgrim upon their

spiritual quest will enhance the opportunity of communion with
God.
a

Recognizing the pilgrimage as

good

start.

spiritual
could

spiritual discipline would be

Then, organizing the pilgrimage in ways which aid in

renewal would be the next step. Services of dedication

emphasize the value of separation.

experience

scriptures

could be

and the land and

experiences

would

The

pilgrimage

organized to make the best use

of worship,

people of the Bible. Then, rituals

returning to the community and a
their

a

celebration of the

of

spiritual

help the pilgrim to integrate their experience

daily routine. Opportunities to

share their faith and their

experience within the community of faith need to be provided,
well

as

opportunities

to share their

community where they live.

into

experience within the

as
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A

Interview Guide

1 What is your name? What is your
.

occupation?

What is your ethnic

2. What church do you attend

regularly?
a

Is it

a

rural, suburban

or

small, medium or large

long have you been a member?

3. Please share with

you where in the

you?

4. Would you

please

you went to the

me

your most memorable

experiences

while

Holy Land? Why were these experiences

memorable to

5. Would you

status? your

background?

urban church? Would you say it is
church? How

age? your marital

share what your

spiritual

life

was

like before

Holy Land?

please share what your spiritual life is like

joumey to the Holy Land?

since your

Phillips
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Appendix B
HCR 69 Box 57A

Mathews, Va. 23109
October 30, 1994

Mr. & Mrs. Name
1 1 1 Street Address

City or Town, USA
Dear

writing my thesis for my Doctor of Ministiy Degree at
Asbury Theological Seminiary. I am inviting those of you who
joumeyed to Israel in Febmary of 1992 to participate in my
research. Your participation will require you to allow me to
interview you by telephone in the month of December. I will be
calling you after November 1 5th to arrange for an interview time.
This will be the only inteniew I will be conducting for the paper.
I

am

It

approximately one half hour for the interview.
I am writing my paper on the spiritual life and the impact a
joumey to the Holy Land has on the spiritual life of United
will take

Methodists. The inter\iew^ will be confidential and your
not be used in the thesis. I will be

accuracy when I transcibe

been transcribed. I

will

the interview for

it, but the tape will be erased after it has

hope you will

project and I look
Lord bless and keep you.
research

recording

names

be

willing to participate in my
forward to talking to you. May the good
In Clirist's

Paul L.

Ser\ice,

Phillips
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C

Narrative 1

and I

is P W and I

My

name

am

married to B.

I

am a

white male. I

minister, in full connection and I

United Methodist Church
here for

am a

eight years

on

serve

some

room

at

the

snow

when

surburban

a

chuch,

people come here

from the countiy side.

in

on

Monday.

looking out of
lights on the ground.

was

Israel, seeing the

We had about 24 inches of snow

ience for

a

of Winchester. We have

One of my most memorable experiences
my hotel

Roundhill

and I would say that Roundhill UMC is

just outside

from the cit\' and

58 years old

the Winchester District. I have been

mediuim size church, and I would say that it is
because it is

am

The greatest exper

the Sea of Galilee.

Being there
on the boat and on the water, where Christ also sailed and
preached
on the same sea. It w^as a very' powerful experience for me out on
the sea in tlie boat. I was amazed at the little things, like cats and
me was

we were on

Holy Land how human it is.
Seeing the children play How the Holy Land is like other parts of
the world, that place where God chose to work. I was impressed
with the people who seriously their faith, like the man at David's
tomb. How they are willing to die for their faith.
How was my spiritual life before going to Israel'.^ Before I
went to Israel I read the scriptures, read about the Lord on a regular
animals, seeing how

even

in the

basis. I've alwavs believed what I read and heard. The Lord has
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Narrative 2

My name
and I
my

am near

is B. W and I

children know for

I

layperson,

but I

sure,

am a

P., in

am near

white female

my

even

fifties.

minister's wife, and I attend Roundhill

a

Umted Methodist Church. I have been there

just outside

I

P age, but I don't tell anyone how old I am, not

own

am a

married to P

am

of Winchester. I

help

office. I would say the church is

it is located
church

during the week in the

out

a

eight years

medium size church and that it is

suburban.
For

me

personally,

one

single experience

celebrate at Christmas with the
after you

large

the mountains and the

see

Bethlehem,
snow

as we

flakes

group of people
very

special

and how
amount

snow

for

w^e

and stuff At Christmas and
When

snow

entered the Church of the

fallmg.

we

NatiMt}^

because it reminded

was

there

in
was

entered the church, there

me

was a

not

normal. It

Before my joumey to the

was

was

of Cliristmas at home

emision the manger scene, and

of snow

we were

"O Little Town of Bethlehem", and this

singing
me

Vvlien

stands out. We

we were

told this

like, just for me.

Holy Land the

Bible has been

a

li\^ing book to me, and ^^et in the Holy Land I experienced a very
deepening, personal meaning because the things I had leamed and
believed had

come

but it caused

me

alive in

to say,

a new w^ay

hey, I

am

me.

was

alive before.

w^as a

happened. I was
deep spiritual experience

me.

Since my joumey to Israel, it is not to say

by

It

here here it all

in the land where Jesus v\^alked. It

for

for

saying the Bible wasn't real

or

Christ

or

contiise the

issue

alive, but it confimied my

Phillips
faith. 1 understand the scriptures better. When
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talked about

farming and the people, it helped me to understand their way of
farming and see it better. It really opened to me in a new way the
teachings of Christ. I would say tliat the trip has deepened my
relationship with God. I think it would be impossible to visit as a
Christian and it not have an impact on 3^ou.
There seems to always be times in which I fall back upon my
journey to Israel, in my prayer hfe, in studying the Bible, and even
in times of discouragement. It is not like a trip, in which after six
months you forget about it. It continues to have an impact on my
life.
There

are

certain times in your life that you set apart. When

graduate, when you have a child,
This joumey for me is the same way.

you

in

mv

life.

and when you
It

w^as a

ver>'

are

married.

important event
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Narrative 3

My
who is

a

name

is T.L. and 1

am

38 years old. I

United Methodist Minister. I

been married for eleven years. I

married

to

G.,

white female and have

professional coimselor. I
Church in Bedford, we moved

am a

attend Main Street United Methodist
here in June. It is

am a

am

large church in the middle of a small town.
One experience I remember was going and seeing the people
a

armed. You hear how \iolent it
there it didn't appear to be

is

here at home and when you get

Seeing the wailing wall and the
desolation of the Palestinian people was another experience I will
always remember. Another memory is going to Bethlehem while it
was
snowing. It was like what we pictured it to be like at
Christmas. A negitive expenence for me was the buying and
selling as we entered the Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem. I
enjoyed entering and walking through the Arab section of old
Jerusalem. Going down the streets with the shops and vendors
struck

me as

so.

what life in Jerusalem must have been like back then.

Before I went to the Holy Land I

point where spiritualit)'
was becoming more important to me. I was just
beginning to leam
about spiritualit}' I am working with people and the emphasis in
counseling is upon spirituality', and how reco\ering tliis is a start to
was

at

a

the process of recovery
1 don't know if Israel made that

big

of an etlect

spirit
ualit}' I enjoyed the historical parts of Israel. The lectures and trips
1 don't think thai Israel made a big impact but
were ven^ helpful.
\\'as a culmination of the spiritual joumey that I am on now
riiis is my tirst experience for me on a trip like this. I am a
on

my
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new

Chiistian and I have

before the joumey

no

church

background

others

from ten
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years

helpfiil to
me. I was interested in the cultural
differences, this will help me
understand tlie culture of my clients from Israel. It was interesting
to hear about the Jewish laws and how things are now
Looking at the Dead Sea Scrolls showed me that maybe our
view of the scrolls is probably distorted from what is reall>' written,
because the language doesn't change. I remember a quote from it
read to us by our guide Mishi. I enjoyed the tip and the experience
that I had.

Listening to

experiences

was

Phillips
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Narrative 4

I
a

am

T.C. and I

67 years old. I

am

retired United Methodist Minister. I

Superintendent of the

am

was

married to N. and I

am

the District

Winchester District when

we

went to Israel.

I

serving a United Church of Christ congregation in Mount
Jackson, Virginia. It is a small rural church with an average
attendance of thirty-five.
I was especially interested in the archeological digs, and
enjoyed the visit to Beit Shean. Seeing the ruins that date back,
some to the time of David and Saul, was quite exciting for me.
Another experience for me was seeing Bethlehem uith the snow
still on the ground, and then we entered into the Church of the
Nati\it}^ and sang carols while it was still snowing outside. I think
Christmas and snow and it brings back our vision of what Christ
mas was like. It is hard to forget.
My first trip to Israel was twent}' years ago and was more
meaningful. Tliat first trip, the time time was more meaningfiil.
The second trip I was able to take in more history and story. This
time was not the same as the first, not as jolting. The first time is
am

like

your

first taste of ice

A ver>'

cream.

mspirational

time

was

communion in the Garden Tomb

special for me this time, ser\ing
that special place.

tlie

area.

opportunity with N. to serve
The experience was very

communion with each of you in
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Nana live 5

My name

is N.C. and 1

and used to work
am

retired and

as

am

54 years old. I

the district secretary'

enjoying

I

am

am a

married to T

white female and I

Life witli T.

I also attend Mount Jackson United Church of Christ. It is

a

small rural congregation between Mount Jackson and New Market.
The most memorable

the House of Caiaphas. I

experience for me was when we visited
remember looking down the path that lead

house and

knowing that Jesus was led down that path
to the house for his trial. It was a ver>^ lonely looking path. It was
very meanmgful for me to stand where Jesus had teen brought to
trial and then to see the jail under the site of the house of Caiaphas.
It was ver}' lonely and cruel.
I was impressed with the Israeli people's concem to preserve
to

Caiaphas'

the old sites. The architecture

was

beautiful and it

was

hard to

believe that these

buildings were centuries old and still standing.
My spiritual life before going to Israel was one in which I
always studied and worked to be a better person, not being satisfied
to stay where I am. The Holy Land seemed like a place far away,
and it

was

hard for

I understood the
see

what it

was

me

to

relate to it, to

teacliings

like

was

see

it when I read the Bible.

of Jesus and studied the

hard to relate

The Holy Land seemed

scriptures,

but to

to.

sacred to

while there.

Being in
the places where Jesus walked opened my eyes to the place of the
Bible. After being there, seeing the land and the people, it changed
so

my Christian walk because it has given

standing

of the scriptures because the

me

me a

places

different under
are now

ali\ e to

me.
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The scriptures have become

My spiritual joumey
Hill and

since the trip

real and

so

much

more

to

Israel

seems more

personal.

substantive,

personal. It has increased my understanding
scriptures and deepened my relationship with God.

more
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of the
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Narrative 6

My name

is

J.T and I

am a

white 56 year old female. I have

been married to C. for 35 years and I have been

a

special

education

teacher for 10 years.

attending Roundhill United Methodist Church in
Winchester, Virginia. It is a medium size church just outside of
I

am

Winchester and I believe it could be classified

as a

suburban

church.
I have do many memorable times while I

in the

Holy
Land that I will try to recall just a few of them for you. I really
enjoyed listening to the scriptures that were read at each place we
visited because it tied the scriptures to the land. I also enjoyed the
singing that we did as a group, especially at Saint Anne's Church
and the Church of the Nativity. It

was

The visit to the Garden Tomb

was

very beautiful.

was very

special

to

me.

The

place to share communion where Jesus was buried
and raised was ver\' meaningful to me. Then, going into the tomb
where Jesus laid was very special. Also the time spent around the
Sea of Galilee was ver}' meaningful. Being where Jesus taught and
healed in Capemaum, on the Mount where the sermon on the mount
was given and where Jesus fed the multitude was such a special

gathering

in that

time.

Before I \^'ent

to

the Holy Land I

the Bible and lived

as

best

as

I could

was

as a

active in

church, reading

Christian. But the joum

really helped me in my spiritual life.
This joumey has been a very^ special time in my life and a
tremendous lift to my spiritual life. I ha\e loved the Lord for a long
ey

to

the

Holy

Land has

,
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special

me.

and continues to touch

way since my journey to the

me

in

a
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very

Holy Land.

Sometimes it is hard to out into words what God has done and
continues to do in my life because of tliat journey to Israel. This has
been

a very

significant spiritual

opened up to me in ways

event in my life. The Bible is

that couldn't have been

opened before

I

the Holy Land. The Holy

Spirit continues to show me new
things because of what I say and experienced while in Israel.
I have always tried to grow in the Lord and get closer to God,

went to

and this
m

experience has

allowed the Lord to work in

my life. I know that I would like to go to

and I would encourage others

to

go also.

specials ways
the Holy Land again,
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Narrative 7
I

am

C.T. and I

am a

57 year old white male. I have two

and have been married for 34 years. I

line

am a

boys

supervisor and have

worked there for 34 years.

I attend Roundhill United Methodist Church. It is

a

medium

size church just outside of Winchester,
church is
rural

suburban church. There

a

people
There

The first

Virginia. I would say the
are some city people and some

in the church.
are

was

two

while

special
we

memories that I have of the

waUvcd

through the

Holy Land.

old section of Jerusalem.

standing on the walk above the orginal piece of the Via
Delorosa and being very impressed. Here was an undisturbed
portion of that path Jesus walked the final time in Jemsalem on his
I remember

way to the

cross.

The second
we

memory was

when I visited the Garden Tomb and

all took coinmunion ^\'hlle there. This has

meaning to

me.

I

was

impressed by the

how I envisioned the tomb to be,
seemed

to me

the

natural,

of been like in Jesus'

ver^^

was

I related to it very well. This

mstic

place,

what I

thought it must

day.

When you go to

before

more

so

special
surroundings, and this
a

church, you have

going to the Holy Land.

For

me

a

belief I also had

there

was a

a

belief

lot of

wonderment. You wonder about what you leam and

read, and

things are hard to see, hard to depict. Seeing the Holy Land
makes things more visible, brought into reality^ for me the things I
had leamed, because I could begin to see the things I had been
some

taught

and had read about. Since then it continues to

bring

it all to
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hfe.

appreciate what Jesus went through for me. In the
present day, when they talk about Gaza, I can visualize it, and I can
see tliat this has
gone on and on, even In Jesus' day.
I feel my spiritual life has been touched by God and my
relationship with God is closer than it had been before. I know that
God continues to draw me closer to him because of my joumey to
the Holy Land. I know that I would really like to go again and I am
I better

thankful that I

was

able

to

go the first time.
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My name
am a

is P.S. and 1

am

not

going

to say how old I

retired white female with my husband C. I

in Charlottesville

near our

children and

I

am.

enjoying living
grandchildren.
am

I attend

ville. It is

a

Altersgate United Methodist Church in Charlottes
urban church in a large university city, and it is a large

church.
There

are

several

meaningful

for

me.

in the

things

The first

was

Holy Land that

was

especially

the Mount of Olives. We walked

down the Mount of Olives to the Garden of Gethsemene and the
expenence of walking down the mount to the

salem in front of you

was

very

moving.

garden with Jeru

I remembered that Jesus

walked this way to the

garden and then to the city and then walking
down the hill like Jesus did was very moving.
Being in Bethlehem when it was snowing was very meaning
ful also. As we entered the church you could hear people singing
Christmas carols and it was just like I envisioned it. Being at the
Dead Sea, and seeing the caves where the scrolls were found was
yen' interesting. Just seeing the Dead Sea was something.
I was impressed when we went to tlie Wailing Wall. The
devotion of the people at the wall, praying and seeing them place
their request in the wall made an impression on me. I also enjoyed
the special fellowship we had as a group in the Holy Land.
I have always been active in church, reading the Bible. I have
tried my best to live a Christian life. My joumey to the Holy Land
has made

me aware

It has made

me

of the situation

m

which Jesus lived in his

very thankful for what God has done for

me.

day
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trip brought all the things I have read and leamed
throughout the years together. I have found that this has been a very
special time, but one that is so hard to share, in that, it is hard to put
into words tlie experiences 1 have had. A lot of times I feel that I
was right there with him in his day.
It has made the faith I have come to have more real and deeper
than before. I would say this has been a very significant event in
my spiritual life. I believe this is something any person who is a
Christian would enjoy doing. I don't know how anyone could not
go to the Holy Land and not be touched in a special way. I believe
that my relationship witli God is closer. I feel I have been drawn
closer to God and that I am drawing myself closer to God, seeking
God out. I would love to go to the Holy Land again.
Tliis
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Narrative 9

My name

is C S. and I

married to P. and I
I

am a

am a

68 year old white male. I

am

retired United Methodist minister.

attending Altersgate United Methodist Church in
Charlottesville, Virginia. We moved here after I retired to be
am

closer

family. Altersgate United Methodist Church is a large, urban
church located in a large, university city.
There are several meaningful experiences that come to ray

to

our

memory for

me.

Capemaum.

I

around and

b}' the

on

The first

was

was

at

the Sea of Galilee and the town of

able to visualize and

experience

Jesus'

joumeys

the Sea of Galilee. I could visualize Jesus

standing
entering into

teaching the crowd. I could also see Jesus
the synagogue in Capemaum to teach the people. Hie synagogue at
Capemaum was impressive to me as we stood by it, knowing Jesus
taught there.
I was also impressed by the mins at Beit Shean. Seeing the
mins and knowing that Jesus was there, and seeing the mins of the
sea

coliseum where Christians

were

sacrificed for game

was ver\^

moving.
The joumey

long

was

time before I had

meaningful
a

for

me

because I had

preached a

chance to go to tlie Holy Land. I had been

having not seen the Holy Land, visualizing the
events of the Holy Land was difficult. This has been a very^
significant event in my spiritual life because it has come late in my
life. Seeing that place where God has worked everything for me
was
special, my reading and preaching has been enhanced because
of the joumey. Now I can \isualize the e\ents of the scriptures and

preaching,

but
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share this with

others; something I could

not
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have shared in this

way before I went to the
at who Jesus was,

Holy Land. The land gave me a good look
seeing the poverty' he would have come from and

seeing the

like

people,

us.

who Jesus had

concem

for, and then the

impact this Jesus has had upon the world. I believe nobody can go
to the Holy Land without being changed and touched after you had
been there.
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Nairative 10

My name

is B.B. and I

accountant and I

am

am a

57 years old white male. I

married to D. We live in Front

am an

Royal,

Virginia.
I attend Front

biggest
more

Royal

United Methodist Church. It is the

church in town. It has

over one

thousand members and is

of a small town mral church.
The whole joumey

was

very memorable to me, and there

anything that really stood out by itself I have never done
anything like that anytime in my life before. I would say that the
whole joumey was very niovmg, it was all kind of spectacular for
wasn't

me.

I have

always

believed in God and have tried to live

word. You could say that
the

was

my

by his

life, spiritual life before I

went to

Holy Land.
I don't do

different

anything more in my
spiritual life since I went over to the Holy Land. My spiritual life
seems the same, I don't participate any more or less since my
spiritual joumey.
I \^'ould like to go back again and the visit the areas we
missed because of tlie snow. The guide we had made the trip
extremely^ interesting, he was a very good guide.
anything

now more

or
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NaiTative 1 1
I

am

D.B.. 1 have been married since 1970 and I

old white female. I

am a

retired

purchasing agent

am a

54

year

from the federal

government.
I attend Front

called Front

a

United Methodist Church in

a

large

town

Royal United Methodist Church is a large
thousand people and I have been a member since

Royal.

church of over

Royal
Front

1970.
The most memorable
landed in Israel and

experience

began the

for

me was

the

day we

drive from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem.

Jerusalem for the first time from tlie outskirts of the

city
while the scriptures were being read about going up to the city of
Jerusalem was very special to me. Also, seeing the Sea of Galilee
and being on the sea was very exciting. Being there made the Bible
Seemg

real in that I
see

can

read it and say,

hey,

I've been there and I

can

still

it in my mind.

My Christian walk before the journey to Israel was very'
strong. I have had lots of knowledge grounded by a Bible study I
attended even^day while working in the Pentagon.
My spiritual life has become much better since my journey to
Israel. I have become

more

involved in my church. When

passage is read in the Bible I

Nothing

can

compare to the

can

visualize it because I

was

trip spiritually than going to

a

there.

Israel. It

something that everyone should do. It has been a very significant
spiritual event m my spiritual life. This was something that I did on
the spur of the moment. 1 would say every^one must go to the. Holy
is

Land. I spent two years in Germany and traveled

a

lot. but this is
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much.

sigmfieant thing

I've done in my

life,

it has

helped me
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so
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Narrative 12

My name

is E.F and 1

am a

seventy-nine year old white male.

I have two school age children and I

Minnesota

originally and I

am

retired. I

am

active in tire

am

from

communit}'

and my

church.
I have been

Royal

a

United Methodist all of my life and attend Front

United Methodist Church. Front

Royal

Front Royal United Methodist Church is

around

one

a

small town and

large rural

church of

thousand members.

The most memorable

actually getting

to

about them and it

exciting

a

is

to have

a

actual scrolls for

see
was

experience

for

me

in the

Holy Land was

the Dead Sea Scrolls. I have heard
very'

exciting to

guide with us
Then

see

them. It

was

a

lot

also

who could read and translate the
to the Dead Sea and

visiting the
place where they were found is almost beyond my imagination.
This trip to Israel was my first time there as a religious experience
and be affected by the Holy Land. It tied me much closer to my past
us.

going

and my faith.
In the past it had been difficult for

me

to

fmd

a

church home

with all the travel associated with my work. When I retired here
and settled down I became active in church. I have

mission

trip to

even

gone

Central America and shared my faith with the

on a

people

there.

trip to the Holy Land using my
slides and video tape. I have been trying to get others to make a
joumey with me back to the Holy Land.
The joumey reassured my faith, which was strong and sure
I have shared

a

lot about my

Phillips
made me tliink about my faith. You

already,

but

different

perspective when you

life here. It
from

a

itTeally
causes

perspective

States. It has been

special moment.

you to take

are over
a

very

a

there about your Christian

serious look at your Christian life,

that I don't think you will
a

get
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moving experience

get here in the United
in my

life,

a

very
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Narrative 13

My name

is M.S. and I

am a

56 year old white female. I

widow and I live in Winchester. I drive

school bus for

a

a

am a

living.

I attend Kemstown United Mefliodist Church just outside of

Winchester and I have been

a

member since 1960. I would say that

Kemstown United Methodist Church is
church

a

medium sized, suburban

the southem

edge of Winchester.
There are two places that were special for me.
Saint Peter's Church where Caiaphas' house was. I
on

feel the trial and torture of Jesus. I felt I

was

The first

was

could almost

almost there in the

events that lead up to his death. The second

memorable for

me was

the Garden Tomb.

I walked in the tomb and

the

realit}'

saw

where Jesus

place that was
I was really moved when
lay It confirmed for me

of what the Bible said about Jesus' death and

resurrection. To me, the Garden Tomb seemed to be the most

natural, original spot.
Before the joumey to Israel I would say that I

ed, spiritual person. I tried

to

be

as

Christ like

as

I

was a

committ

possibly could

be.

comparison in my spiritual walk smce my joumey
to the Holy Land. When people talk about the Bible and the places
There is

it

all

no

happened,

you can see

and feel

it,

you

can

tell

them,

yes, I've

helped to make real and alive my faith in a
different way. It has changed my Christian walk because I have
been there. It has made me really appreciate my faith. Everything
been there. It has

seems

more.

life, and

it

personal

has had

a

and this has been

important part of my
deep impact upon my relationship with God.
a

very
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I

can

feel him

working

like to have the

in new

opportunity to

spiritual life. I
again to the Holy Land.

ways in my
go

would
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Narrative 14

My name
white male. I
a

is B.T and I

am

am

fifty-three years

old and I

divorced and I live in Winchester,

school bus driver for the Frederick

County

am a

Virginia.

I

am

school system.

I attend Roundhill United Methodist Church just outside of

Winchester. I have attended this church since 1988. I would say it
is a medium sized church and that it is more of a rural church.

My most memorable experience was being around the Sea of
Galilee and being in Capemaum where Jesus taught. While we
were out on the boat
going fi:om Tiberius to Capemaum, it seemed
so calm and
peaceful as we traveled along. I thought I was just
going sight see, but after the guide started talking to me I became
more

and

more

interested.

My Christian walk before my joumey to the Holy Land
rocky. It

really

was

stmggle. Once I began to go to church and
jomed the church, there began a change in me, slowly, but I began
seeing changes in my life. The church was helping me, especially
to deal with and see people in a different light.
The trip to the Holy Land gave me a totally different
perspective in my life. It is so hard to explain what has happened to
me because of my journey to the Holy Land. It has changed me
knowing I have walked where Jesus walked. It has been a
wonderful experience in my life.
It has made me more outgoing, meeting and seeing people in
a different way. I am
seeing more of a willingness to reach out and
help people. This is totally different from the way I used to treat
people in my past. I could really be rough with people.
was

a

Phillips
I wasn't
to

the

It has

a

nice person before I

joined church and before
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I went

Holy Land. Now I am reading a devotional in the moming.
helped me to stop and think, and evaluate how I am dealing

with

people and my Christian walk. This joumey has strengthened
my relationship with God and has helped in my personal
relationship with him. 1 feel his closeness to me in a new and
exciting way.
I would
are

things

on our

really like

I did not

last three

see

days

to go back to

the Holy Land

that I would like to

in Israel.

see

again.

There

because of the

snow
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